
  Flying  Frog  Farm’s    2015  Hosta   Catalog 

Flying Frog Farm         owner:  Marsha Ansevics                   house: 515-961-3585 

5148 155th Avenue       website: www.flyingfrogfarms.com        cell:  515-208-9002 

Indianola, IA 50125      email:  marsha@flyingfrogfarms.com    

  ***** 2015 SEASON:  MAY 1 – AUGUST 16 (open July 4th)***** 

 NEW!!!  2015 HOURS:  FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY    10 – 5 

LOCATION:    Our gardens are on twenty wooded acres approximately 10 miles south of Des Moines (east onto 

Summerset Road off of Highway 65/69)  There are 3 blue county signs to lead you to our gate once you are on 

Summerset Road.  We are on a VERY long dead end road—a large colorful sign at the gate greets you during business 

hours. 

OUR PLANTS:   We’re growing 1000 different varieties of hosta., from the miniatures to the extra large.  Our 

hostas are all field grown and that makes for some nice root systems!  We will have hundreds of plants potted up and 

in our sizeable sales area all labeled by size.  We will not be able to dig and pot plants for you unless you call ahead 

with your list or unless you pick them up at a later date.   A nice selection of other perennials will be available, both 

for the shady or sunny areas of your gardens.  Ferns, hellebores, tiarella, brunerra and sedum are a few. 

GROUPS:   We would love to have your large or small group come visit!  Please call my cell (515-208-9002) and we 

can make those arrangements.  We will work with you on other days of the week too, but we would like to keep 

Monday free.   Again this year we are asking $1 per person for the bus tours.  We need a pretty specific time as I 

usually have extra help available---just call and we’ll make it happen! 

FARMER’S MARKET:   Bruno will be at the Downtown Market from 7 – 12 on Saturdays in May, June and July.  

He would be happy to bring an order to the market for you---just give him a day or so notice please. 

GIFT CERTIFICATES:   Call for a gift certificate at any time or pick one up at the Downtown Market or at the farm.  

They are available in any dollar amount.  Personal checks and credit cards are welcome. 

RECYCLING POTS:  If you care to return pots to us or have some that you know are the sizes we use (larger than 4 

inches) that would be great.  Trays and hanging pots are not very useful to us—sorry!  Your pots help us to continue 

to keep our prices low for you and help out the earth a little too!  Thanks! 

ONE  FINAL  THOUGHT:  If you live reasonably close by and would like to help us out during the season, I would 

be happy to “gift you” plants in return.  Potting up hostas and labeling them and tending the display beds and 

growing areas to keep them neat in appearance are the usual jobs.  It can be a couple of hours—a half day—or 

more—weekdays or weekends—whatever your schedule allows.   Give  me a call if this sounds interesting to you! 

                                                                                     See you soon!   Marsha 

 

http://www.flyingfrogfarms.com/
mailto:marsha@flyingfrogfarms.com


                                                                                                                                                    
EXPLANATIONS OF ABBREVIATIONS:    Following the cultivar name is an abbreviation for size, 

color pattern and then flower color.  Size considers the mature height under great growing conditions. 

XL=over 30 inches  L=23-30inches  M=12-23 inches  S=6-12 inches  mini=0-6 inches 

   Leaf color is next----var stands for variegated; str is used to identify streaky variegation.  Flower 

color is next.  O.S. =originator stock.  We continue to grow mostly tissue-cultured plants, as we can 

maintain adequate numbers of plants and it allows us to bring production to market at a reasonable 

price.  Tissue-culture aids in providing disease free plants as our suppliers are continually testing their 

plant stock.  

       *indicates plants known to tolerate considerable sunlight; morning sun is good ,late afternoon sun  

         is okay, but try to avoid the hot midday sun.  Adequate moisture can help some adjust. 

     **indicates plants that will come in to us in a very small size and will take a couple of months to 

         put on some growth---please ask about them as they are some of our newest selections!! 

-----http://hostalibrary.org IS A GREAT SITE TO VISIT TO SEE PICTURES OF HOSTAS! 
A  Many Splendored Thing  L-var-Lav  Very large leaves with a dark green center and a very wide greenish-yellow margin—corrugated!          $13 
*Abba Dabba Do  L-var-Lav  Bright gold margin—dark green center—sport of Sun Power—vigorous and sun resistant                                          $10 

*Abba Dew  L-var-Lav  Sport of Sun Power—light green centers are surrounded by a wide yellow margin.                                                            $15   

Abby  S-var-Lav  Rapid growing sport of Gold Drop---leaves have gold margins and green centers.                                                                            $8 

Abiqua Big Sky  L-blue-Lav  Large, deep blue leaves have nice corrugation .  A stately clump.                                                                              $12 

Abiqua Blue Edger  S-blue-Lav  Charming clump of blue leaves make a great edger for your paths or the front edge of the bed.                             $6 

Abiqua Drinking Gourd  M-blue-W   Deeply cupped, puckered round leaves—distinctive !  2014 Hosta of the Year                                         $12                                                                                        

Abiqua Moonbeam  M-var-Lav   Wide  yellow margin surrounds a blue-green center—heart shaped leaves                                                            $11 

Adrian’s Glory M/L-var-Lav  A nice gold center is surrounded by a medium dark green margin—sport of H. Gold Standard.                              $17   

Afterglow  L-var-Lav  Large green heart-shaped leaves with striking wide yellow margins---an upright  form too                                                  $16 

Aksarben  M-bl/gr-Lav  Forms a dense mound of wonderfully corrugated and cupped bluish-green leaves.  Somewhat  rounded leaves.              $20 

Alakazaam  mini-var-Lav  Flashy mini!  Narrow green leaves with bright yellow margins in spring that brighten to white—ruffling is nice!          $12 

*Alex Summers  L-var-P  Wonderful vase-shaped hosta with dark green leaves edged in bright gold!  An eyecatcher!                                          $14 

alismifolia  S-green-Lav  A rarely encountered species from Japan.  Narrow green leaves.  Reportedly grows in large colonies in Japan.                $10         

All That Jazz  L-var-Lav  Somewhat vase-shaped mound of large heart-shaped leaves—nice creamy yellow margins!                                           $17 

*Allan P. McConnell    S-var-P  Dark green leaves with a thin white margin—rapidly forms a nice clump—good edger.                                          $4  

Allegan Fog   M-var-Lav  Shiny dark green leaves  with a large speckled green and white center—UNUSUAL VARIEGATION                          $13 

Alligator Alley  M/L-var-W  Leathery, puckered heart-shaped leaves of good substance.  Blue-green margins encircle chartreuse/yellow centers.  $19 

Alligator Shoes   M-var-Lav   Frosty blue leaves with a twist at the end and a narrow white edge—develops a pebbled surface with age.             $13 

Am I Blue  M/L-blue-Lav  Moderately corrugated and thick substance ---an outstanding blue-leaved cultivar!                                                          $24 

Amazing Grace   M-var-Lav  Wide  white margins surround a green center---lovely slightly rippled edges.                                                           $15      

Amber Tiara   M-gold-P     A gold leaved sport of Grand Tiara—BRIGHT  spring color—striped dark purple and white flowers                            $7 

American Dream  L-var-Lav  Bright gold leaves are edged in creamy white---sport of ‘High Fat Cream’.                                                              $11 

American Halo    L-var-W    The large blue leaves are surrounded by wonderful, wide creamy white margins.  Superior form and beauty!         $15 

 American Hero  M-var-Lav Speckled white centers and dark green margins—striking!—heavy substance!                                                             $18 

American Icon   L-var-Lav   A dramatic accent plant!  Majestic 6’ clump of large green leaves with a very wide gold margin.                             $17 

American Sweetheart   M-var-Lav   Named to honor Mildred Seaver—thick leaves are held upright—wide green margin—large white center     $14  

Americana  M-var-Lav  Wide margined sport of ‘Loyalist’—narrow white centers—very dark green margins—good substance.                         $13 

Amy Elizabeth  M-var-Lav  Medium to dark green margin—center starts out chartreuse and turns to gold as the season progresses.                      $7 

Angel Eyes  XL-var-Lav Huge variegated leaves---much sought after---wonderful gray-green variegation.                                                            $30                                                                              
Angel Feathers   M-var-P    Ruffled, triangular shaped leaves of heavy substance—creamy margin—vigorous grower                                            $10  

*Animachi   M-var-P   Yellow centered leaves with an unusual twist---green margin—glossy and suntolerant                                                        $9 

Ann Kulpa   L-var-Lav   Striking variegation—clean white center,  chartreuse overlay where the center and green margin overlap!!                      $14  

Antioch  L-var-Lav  Wide clea  white margins surround nice medium green centers—leaves are heart shaped .                                                      $7                   

Antoinette    M-var-P  Attractive large leaves with a lovely creamy margin.  A rarely encountered hosta.  Sport of ‘Squire Rich’.                           $15 

*Aphrodite  L-green-W  Double fragrant white flowers measuring as much as 6” long! Large shiny light green leaves.                                        $12 

Appalachian Beauty  M-var-L There’s a lovely bright gold one-half inch margin surrounding the green center---a nice hosta!                               $15 

Apple Court  S-var-Lav /P  White-centered, green-margined leaves are very wavy and at times are curled and twisted.                                        $35  

Aqua Velva  L-blue-Lav  Upright blue-green leaves  with intense corrugation as the clump develops.                                                                        $10                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Arc de Triomphe   L-var-Lav   Forms a mound of graceful leaves—arching habit—dark green center with a  variable yellow margin.                $13       

Arctic Blast  M-blue-Lav Vase-like habit—thick frosty blue leaves have wavy margins, a twisted tip and white undersides!!  Sharp!                     $15 

Aristocrat   M-var-Lav   Beautiful cream margins surround a powder blue center—sport of Hadspen Blue—striking!                                            $11  

Aspen Gold  M-gold-W  Large gold leaves.  Nice corrugation and form.                                                                                                                $10                                                                                     

Atlantis  L-var-Lav  You’ll need to see these dark green ruffled leaves with a dramatic golden-yellow margin!! A good grower too!                    $15 

August Beauty  L-var-Lav  Sport of August Moon—dark green centered leaves with gold margins.                                                                       $10 

*August Moon  M/L-gold-Lav  Large gold, slightly puckered leaves remain attractive all season—quickly forms a stately mound.                         $6 

Autumn Frost  M-var-Lav  Attractive sport of ‘First Frost’—very wide creamy yellow margin (turns white later)around a blue-green center.       $17 

Avocado   L-var-Lav    A REAL STANDOUT!   Gold center surrounded by a 2” green margin—from Guacamole—fragrant flowers!                 $15 

Awakening Angel  M-blue-Lav  Forms a dense clump of very blue, large flat, spear-shaped leaves that will be topped with lavender flowers.   $18 

Azure Snow  M-bl/gr-Lav  Nice blue green leaves with a waxy white underside.                                                                                                      $12 



Baby Blue Eyes   mini/small-blue/Lav    Very blue, heart-shaped leaves form a showy, flat clump.                                                                       $13 

Baby Booties  mini-var-Lav  Charming dark green heart-shaped leaves with a lovely white edge form a compact mound.___________________$18                       

Baby Bunting   mini-green-Lav  Small rounded heart-shaped leaves—forms attractive 5”-6” mounds!  Adorable!  A great baby shower gift!       $9 

Bailey’s Cream  M-var-Lav Unusual nearly round, shiny leaves with Irish green centers and clean white centers—rather tropical looking!        $18 

Banana Muffins  S/M-gold-Lav  This plant will brighten up any area!  Nicely corrugated, bright gold to chartreuse leaves.  Cute name!              $10 

Banana Puddin  mini-yellow-Lav  A fun bright yellow mini that you are sure to notice!!                                                                                      $16 

Band of Gold   M/L- var- W  Broad green leaves edged with a wide gold margin that changes to creamy white—early white flowers!                   $11 

Barbara Ann  L-var-W  Beautiful wide white border surrounds a corrugated blue centered, rounded leaf! Sport of ‘s. Elegans’.                        $15   

Battle Star  L-var-Lav  Glossy, cupped blue-green leaves have slightly rippled yellow margins --- wow!        $17 

Betty  S-green-Lav  Heavily rippled, shiny dark green leaves form a dense mound.                                                                                                  $10 

Big Daddy   L-blue-Lav   Chalky blue leaves are cupped and puckered at maturity.  Striking when grown  by gold hostas!                                   $10 

Big Top XL-green-Lav  A huge upright mound! Large thick substance blue-green leaves make for a great specimen plant!                                 $20 

Bigfoot  XL-blue-W  Large blue green leaves- -thick substance- -slug resistant- -excellent background plant- -white flowers in clusters.               $12 

Bill Dress’ Blue   mini-bl/gr/-Lav    Tiny blue-green round leaves set close to the ground—charming!  Profusion of bell-shaped flowers.          $11 

Bingo   M-var-Lav   Corrugated blue green leaves with a yellow margin—seedling of H. tok. Aureonebulosa—nice!                                             $16 

Bitsy Gold   mini-gold-Lav   Narrow bright gold leaves for a charming small clump.  A great edger or container plant.                                           $7 

Black Forest  L-green-Lav  Nice very dark green foliage topped by deep lavender bell-shaped flowers---seldom seen.                                        $15 

Blaze of Glory  M-gold-W   Slightly wavy “vivid” lemony gold leaves of good substance!  Something different in a gold!                                     $16                        

Blazing Saddles   M/L-var-Lav  Seedling of Blue Umbrellas—large blue green leaves with a bold creamy margin                                               $13 

Blizzard  XL-str-Lav  Large slightly wavy gold-green leaves have wonderful streaking of white and yellow.                                                          $40   

*Blonde Elf   S-gold –Lav  Lance shaped nice gold leaves with ruffled margins—sweet!                                                                                            $8 

Blue Angel   XL-blue-W   The largest of the blue hostas—huge leaves of heavy texture—white flower clusters                                                    $11 

Blue Blush  M-bl/gr-Lav  Dense mound of thick blue/green leaves.  A vigorous grower!                                                                                         $10 

Blue Cadet   S-bl/gr-Lav   Small blue-green mound with heavy texture to the leaf—very rapid grower.  Great near a gold hosta!                            $5 

Blue Flame  M-var-W  Variegated sport of Fragrant Blue—variable yellow margin—fragrant flowers          $14 

Blue Haired Lady  M-bl/gr-W  Slightly wavy blue-green leaves with white undersides—white spider-shaped flowers.                                          $14 

Blue Hawaii   L-blue-W  Vase-shaped hosta with classic heart shaped leaves that have corrugation—white flowers top the upright clump         $20 

Blue Ivory  M-var-Lav  Stunning ‘Halcyon’ sport with a blue center surrounded by a very wide creamy white margin!          $18  

Blue Jay  S-blue-Lav   Intense blue coloration—heart shaped leaves of heavy substance—a GREAT small blue!                                                     $14 

*Blue Mammoth  XL-blue-W  A powdery blue giant with heavy substance and heavy corrugation.                                                                        $11 

Blue Mouse Ears  mini-blue-Lav HOSTA OF THE YEAR 2008  Small round blue green leaves with amazingly thick substance!                        $11 

Blue Plate Special  M-blue-W  Slightly cupped, thick blue leaves are held horizontally to give it a ‘platelike’ look.         $13 

Blue River   M-var-W   Large blue leaves edged with a lighter margin—sport of  ‘True Blue’—very attractive coloration.                                       $15 

Blue Sliver  S-blue-Lav  Thick wedge-shaped leaves of good substance—hybrid of H. Dorset Blue.  Eyecatching small plant.                             $16 

Blue Umbrellas  XL-blue-W  Giant bluish leaves that pucker downward like an umbrella—shiny leaves—white flowers—impressive!              $9 

Blue Veil   M-blue-Lav  Leaves of heavy substance that hold their color well as the season progresses.  Blues look bluer next to gold hostas!         $9                     

Blue Wedgewood   M-blue-Lav    Deep metallic blue wedge-shaped leaves----one of the best blues!                                                                      $8  

Blue Whirls  M-blue-W  Silvery blue leaves are symmetrically placed in a whirled upright growth pattern.                                                             $8                           

Bob Olson   S-var-P  Narrow green leaves are edged with a wide creamy  yellow margin that ages to white—attractive variegation.                    $11    

Bobbie Sue    M-var-Lav    Shiny, green leaves of heavy substance with a great 1 ½ inch white margin ---- shiny top and bottom!                         $11 

Bobcat  M-var-Lav  Solid green centers are surrounded by a gold margin that turns to a creamy yellow later.                                                       $17 

Bodacious Blue    XL-bl/gr-W   Bodaciously big and bodaciously blue!!   Forms a clump of at least 32 inches in height.                                        $20 

Bogie and Bacall  M-var-Lav  Very wavy white margins surround bright medium green centers of this fast growing cultivar.  Great name!       $17 

Bold Ribbons  M-var-P  Shinydark green centers surrounded by creamy borders—quickly forms a nice mound—nice sheen!                                  $7 

Bottom Line  L-var-Lav  2” wide gold margins and green centers—a ’ Sum and Substance’  sport that differs due to the wide margins!            $15 

Brave Amherst    M-var-Lav   Reserve a special spot for this one!   Blue-green center encircled by a bright gold margin.                                      $15  

Brenda’s Beauty   M-var-Lav   Light yellow centered leaves with variable medium green streaked margin---very striking in the spring!!          $12 

Brentwood Blues  S-var-Lav  Bright white margins beautifully edge the blue leaves---sharp!!!                                                                               $18 

Bressingham Blue   M/L-blue-Lav   Huge 15 inch long puckered leaves with undulating margins---near white flowers.                                        $9 

Bridal Falls  L-var-Lav  Sport of H.”Niagra Falls”-beautiful cascading form-large heart-shaped leaves have a yellow to creamy white margin!   $15 

Bridal Veil   M-var-Lav    A beautiful, graceful plant---5 inch wide green leaves with neatly rippled creamy margins!                                        $14 

Bridegroom   S-green-Lav   Shiny heart-shaped leaves which curl upward, while the sides cascade down.   Unusual!!                                           $12 

Brigadier  L-bl/gr-Lav  Slightly wavy, smooth blue green leaves of good substance.  Forms an elegant mound in the garden—28”x60”.           $10 

Bright Glow   S-gold-W   Heavily textured gold leaves with near white flowers.   Sets off your blue hostas beautifully!!                                       $8 

Brim Cup  S/M-var-W  Wide white margin surrounds a blue-green center---nice cupping!          $9 

Broadband  L-var-W  Extra wide creamy yellow to creamy white margins jet into dark green centers!!  Showy!                                                   $15 

Brother Ronald   M-blue-Lav  Deep blue-green, slug-resistant foliage—ranks near the top of blue-leaved hostas---great white flowers!           $10 

Brother Stefan   L-var-W   Heavily corrugated golden foliage edged with a wide border of medium green—3  foot clump—white flowers!        $18 

Cameo  mini-var-Lav  Delightful!  Tiny round green leaves edged in creamy white.  Sport of Baby Bunting!                                                       $14  

Candy Dish  M-green-Lav  Interesting heart-shaped ruffled dark green leaves form a flat “candy-dish” shaped mound.                                     $14 

Captain Kirk   M-var-Lav   H. Gold Standard sport——vigorous—very light gold center and a very wide dark green edge!  NICE!                    $14 

Carnival   L-var-Lav  Creamy yellow-gold margin borders a gray-green center.                                                                                                       $11 

Carol   M-var-Lav  Clear white margins surround a dark green center.  Sharp!                                                                                                        $7 

Carolina Blue  M-blue-LavM  A blue hosta with a pretty form.  The deep blue color holds its color well into midsummer in deep shade.             $13 

Carolina Sunshine  M-var-P  Elliptic shaped shiny,wavy  leaves with a dark green center and ¼ inch wide yellow margins.  STRIKING!        $14 

Carrie Ann  (O.S.) S-var- W  Medium gray-green leaves have a narrow white edge—This is a cute edger with white flowers!                              $10 

Cascades   M-var-W   White leaf with a green margin that is slightly rippled.  While the mound is upright, the leaf ends cascade downward!    $14 

Cathedral Windows  L-var-W  Large dome-shaped leaves.  Golden leaves surrounded by dark green margins.  Really catches the eye!               $19 

Celestial   L-var-Lav  STUNNING!  Heavily corrugated leaves have very dark green centers with a 1 ½ inch creamy white margin.                   $17 



Centerfold  M/L-gold-Lav  Attractive unruly gold leaves that are intensely corrugated!!                                                                                       $20 

Change of  Heart  S-var-Lav  Small variegated heart-shaped leaves. The  green centers are encircled with wide, white margins.                          $16 

Chantilly Lace   S-var-W  Narrow gray green  with creamy margins—undulating leaves with a twist to the tip—CHARMING!                         $10 

Chartreuse Wiggles  S-gold P  Bright green-gold leaves with a distinct “wiggly” ruffle to them—narrow blade shape.                                             $8 

Cheatin Heart   mini-gold-P  One of the smallest gold hostas known—heart shaped  leaves---a great splash of bright color !                               $9 

Cheesecake   S-var   A vigorous  plant with a green centered leaf and a thin white margin.                                                                                         $10 

Cherish  mini-var-P  Round leaves with a streaky yellow center—adorable!                                                                                                            $14 

Cherry Tart   S-yellow-Lav  Chartreuse leaves brighten to a glowing yellow!  Lipstick-red petioles!!             $16 

Cherry Tomato  mini-var-P  Unique new mini with distinctive variegation—wide green margins and centers that are yellow, then white.           $14 

Chesapeake Bay  L-blue-W  A new one in the Americana series.  Large ruffled ‘oyster shaped’ leaves!!  NICE!                                                 $15 

Chinese Sunrise   S-var-Lav  Fabulous spring variegaton—chartreuse yellow with a narrow green margin—a profusion of flowers!                       $4 

*Chiquita  M/L-yellow-Lav  Creates a glorius splash of yellow.  A great contrast to all of the fresh greens of spring!  Upright form.                  $9 

Chodai Ginyo   M-bl/gr-Lav Large mound—thick substanced blue-green leaves.  Gets noticed!!                                                                           $20 

Choo Choo Train   L-gold-Lav  Thick gold leaves that are ruffled—in time will form a majestic clump!  A nice specimen plant.                        $10 

Christmas Candy  M-var-Lav   Great sport of ‘Night Before Christmas’ –vigorous—more white than the parent plant---WOW!                        $15 

Christmas Lights  L-var-Lav  A wide white margin that is light yellow in spring—beautiful distinctive variegation.                                             $25 

Christmas Pageant     M-var-Lav  Dramatic wide creamy white margins on these heavily corrugated dark green leaves -----SHOWY!            $12 

Christmas Tree   M-var-Lav   Wonderful dark green heart shaped leaves—creamy white margins—corrugation.                                                  $11 

Church Mouse  mini-bl/gr-Lav  Coarsly wavy blue-green leaves form an adorable compact mound—thick substance.                                        $18 

Cinderella  L-var-W  Heavily corrugated gold-margined foliage---surrounding the dark green center is a nice 1” margin of gold!                          $15 

City Lights   XL-gold-W  Upright bright gold—heavy corrugation—a classic gold hosta that is hard to find.                                                       $16 

Clear Fork River Valley  L-green-Lav  Intensely corrugated dark green leaves—a nice addition to all the variegated hostas in your gardens .      $20       

Climax  L-var-Lav     A CHOICE SELECTION!  Thick corrugated dark green leaves edged by bright gold---sport of High Noon                       $15 

Cloudburst  M-bl/gr-Lav  Thick bluish green leaves with lots of “bloom” on the underside—impressive unruly growth habit!                               $16 

Collector’s Banner  M-var-Lav  Leaves change throughout the season! Centers are gold, green and cream—irregular gold/green margins.        $12 

Color Glory  L-var-Lav  Nice corrugation—very wide blue-green margins and nice bright centers.                                                                          $12 

Colossal  L-green-Lav  ‘montana’ parentage—forms a massive mound of medium green large green leaves!                                                        $10 

Cookie Crumbs  mini-var-Lav  Charming tiny leaves!  Clean white margins surround a green center.              $15 

Cordelia  M-var-P  The vivid purple flowers are WONDERFUL!  White irregular, wavy margin surrounds a nice shiny green center.                $9 

Corkscrew  S-green-Lav  Glossy green leaves are twisted and curled---distictive form!               $14 

Corn Belt  M-var-Lav  Gold leaves with a wide green margin—piecrust edged leaves—a variegated sport of H. Jimmy Crack Corn.                  $14 

Country Mouse  mini-var-Lav  A sharp new mini from Hans Hansen with heart shaped leaves--white margin—blue green center!                       $16 

Cracker Crumbs   mini-var-Lav  Sport of  ‘Shiny Penny’ emerges bright yellow gold with a dark green margin—darkens to chartreuse             $14 

*Crowned Imperial   L-var-Lav  An inexpensive, vigorous landscape plant.  Beautiful gray-green leaves have a cream edge.                                 $5  

*Crumb Cake  mini-gold-Lav  A wavy edged mini! Small bright gold roundish blade-shaped leaves form a neat dense mound.                          $16 

Crusader   M-var-Lav  Heart shaped corrugated blue-green leaves with a bright cream margin!  Sharp.                                                                     $7 

*Crystal Dixie   mini/S-green-Lav  Surprisingly glossy green leaves really catch your eye as they add a nice contrast in the garden.                     $9 

Cupid’s Dart  S-var-Lav  Narrow, dark green leaves have a clean, pure white edge—shiny undersides.                                                                    $10 

Curlew  M-bl/gr-Lav   Excellent  blue color ,excellent form and substance too!   A fairly rare Tardiana.                                                                 $8  

Curly Fries  mini/S-yellow-Lav  Highly ruffled narrow leaves emerge yellow and then fade to near white---‘stiff as a board’  leaves!!!                  $17 

Cutting Edge   M-blue/green-Lav  Sensational fountain of ruffled leaf margins arched and folded to reveal their white backs—SPECIAL!         $14 

Cuyahoga  M-var-Lav  Very thick leaves are almost round.  A wide creamy-gold border surrounds a blue-green center.                                          $24  

Dance With Me   M/L-var-Lav  Each yellow heart-shaped leaf is framed with a dark green margin—heavily textured.                                          $15 

Dancing Queen  L-gold-Lav  A large yellow hosta with great piecrust margins—elegant mounding habit!                                                                $17   

Dancing Stars  L-var-Lav  Crisp white centers are surrounded by dark blue-green margins—sharp!                                                                       $16 

Dark Shadows   L-var-Lav  Thick heartshaped leaves emerge blue in spring with an uneven chartreuse-yellow margin which ages to green.          $15  

Dark Star  M-var-Lav  Blue leaves edged in cream—sharp---perfectly symmetrically shaped clump.                                                                      $10 

Darwin’s Standard  M/L-var-Lav  Glossy apple green leaves with broad gold margins.  One of  my favorites!                                                         $15 

Dawn’s Early Light   M/L-gold-Lav    For dramatic spring color this is the one!  Brilliant lemony yellow-----ruffled and corrugated!                   $15 

Day’s End  L-var-Lav  Attractive green-centered leaves bordered in gold—a great background or specimen plant.                                                    $12 

Daybreak   M/L-gold-Lav  One of the deepest gold varieties—heavy texture and prominent veins—a great accent to blue hostas!                           $9 

*Dee’s Golden Jewel M/L-gold-W  A nice sized gold hosta—will take lots of sun—forms an upright clump that is very attractive.                       $14 

Deep Blue Sea   S/M-blue-W   Unique round, corrugated blue leaves--- A very nice blue hosta----to see it is to want it!                                        $15 

Deep Pockets   M-green-Lav   A semi-upright mound of rich, green heavily corrugated, deeply cupped leaves—good substance!  SPECIAL!        $15 

Deja Blu  M-var-Lav  Unique sport of ‘Blue Boy’-creamy lightning bolt line separates the blue- green center from the yellow margin!  sharp     $15 

Delta Dawn M-var-Lav  Corrugated gold to chartreuse leaves with a creamy margin that brightens  as summer advances.                                   $16 

Designer Genes   S-gold-P  Rich red petioles, purple flowers on crimson scapes and bright gold leaves!! WOW!                                                   $16 

Devil’s Advocate  (XL-var-W)  Green margins brighten to apple green as season progresses while blue centers remain—from Blue Angel!!          $22 

Devon Giant  XL-blue-Lav  Heavy substance blue hosta.  Very large leaves.  Originated in Devon, England.                                                         $16 

Dew Drop  S-var-Lav  Petite green- centered leaves have a pencil thin white margin.                                                                                                   $7 

Diamond Tiara   M-var-P     A sport of Golden Tiara—dense mounding habit—very rapid growing—great edger!                                                $7 

Diana Remembered    M-var-W    Huge (4”) fragrant white flowers---green leaves have a slightly rippled very wide white margin!  LOVELY!    $15 

Dick Ward    L-var-Lav   Heavily textured puckered bright gold centers with dark green margin—sport of Zounds---STRIKING!                        $16 

Diva   L-gold-Lav    A Russ O’Harra selection---grand scale—good color—heart shaped leaves of good substance.  Impressive.                              $15 

Dixie Chick   mini-var-Lav   Thick, glossy green heart-shaped leaves---nice wide creamy white border.                                                                  $14 

Dixie Chickadee  mini-var-Lav  Unique green flecks throughout the yellow centers—wide dark green margins.  Shiny leaf surfaces!                      $15 

Don Stevens  L-var-P  Shiny foliage with cream yellow margins that streak into the dark green center.  Nice!                                                            $7 

Dorset Blue  S-blue-W      Powdery blue color—leaves are puckered and cupped—charming small blue!                                                                $9  

Dragon Tails  mini-gold-Lav  Tiny little gold leaves with a tight wavy edge.                 $13                                                                                  



Dream Weaver    M-var-W    A choice sport of Great Expectations.  Creamy white pattern  in the center---very wide blue-green border!             $16 

Dress Blues      M-var-Lav    Wonderful wedge-shaped blue leaves sharply edged by a crisp, creamy margin----really sharp!                                   $11 

Drummer Boy  M-green-P  Symmetrical mound of slightly cupped, heart-shaped dark green leaves.  Adds needed contrast to the garden!           $5 

Dust Devil    M-var-Lav   Attractive “reversed” sport of ‘Whirlwind’—a wide, white margin surrounds a green center.  Vigorous grower!            $13 

Dylan’s Dilly  M-var-Lav  Gold-centered leaves are margined by a green outer edge.                                                                                              $11 

Earth Angel   L-var-Lav   Great variegated form of  Blue Angel---the wide creamy white border against the blue/green center is wonderful!!     $14 

                    2009 Hosta of the Year !!!!  When in doubt of what to add to your garden---why not a hosta of the year?!                                         

Ebb Tide  L-var-W  A smaller version of H. montana Aureomarginata- -rippled leaves that cascade downward really draw your eye!                    $12 

Edge of Night  L-blue-Lav  Very large---very very dark green leaves of heavy substance----superb for creating contrast!                                      $10                                   

El Capitan   L-var-Lav   Chartreuse margin encircles a dark green center—eyecatching variegation for a large plant!                                               $7 

El Nino  M-var-Lav  A striking sport of ‘Halcyon’ Same chalky blue foliage, but with a bright white margin---gorgeous!                                       $14 

Elatior L-green W  Immense, vase-shaped mound of shiny green foliage.  White flowers on very tall scapes (71” or more) tower above!!               $16 

Electrocution M-var-Lav  Upright mounding habit!  Tightly rippled, twisted long and narrow green leaves with yellow margins—cool name!     $17  

Elephant Burgers  L-green-Lav  Dark green leaves are rounded at their base, rippled and somewhat resemble a flattened hamburger!                     $8 

Elvis Lives   M-blue-Lav  Beautiful highly ruffled, narrow blue leaves that arch downward.                                                                                      $9 

Emerald Necklace  M-var-Lav  Dark green marginal puckering  (like H. Embroidery)---creamy white center in spring that changes to green         $12 

Emerald Ruff Cut  M-var-Lav  Rippled ½ dark green margin surrounds a bright gold center—nice contrast between the two colors!!                   $15 

Emerald Tiara M-var-P  One of the best in the ‘tiara’ series—becomes a very dense mound of gold-centered green margined foliage.                     $7 

Emily Dickinson  M-var-Lav  Attractive creamy margins around forest green centers—semi-upright – fragrant flowers!                                        $9 

Empress Wu  XL-green-Lav  Huge, thick, dark green leaves are held strongly upright—4 ½’ tall under good conditions.                           $18 

English Sunrise  M-gold-Lav  An unusual shade of yellow-gold—the heart shaped leaf has a twist at the tip.  Eyecatching!                         $12 

Erie Magic  L-var-Lav  Rounded, heart-shaped leaves—medium green centers with gold margins.                                                                            $10 

Eternity  L-gold-Lav  Heart-shaped chartreuse leaves (kind of Granny Smith apples) are goldish-green midseason.  Eyecatching!!                       $10 

Extasy S-M-var-Lav  Creamy white leaves are margined with a wide, blue-green edge.  Flashy variegation and upright growth.                              $16 

Eye Catcher  M-gold-P  Bright, viridescent spring color!  Gold leaves are cupped and corrugated.  A real eyecatcher!                                           $15 

Eye Declare  M-var-Lav  A sport of ‘Sea Fire’.  Emerges a brilliant light yellow with a deep green margin—greens up a bit in summer!                 $16 

Fair Maiden    M-var-Lav   Striking variegation!   Streaky white margin tends to go towards the dark center.  You’ll like this one!!!                    $10 

Faith  L-gold-W  Rounded brassy-gold thick leaves with fantastic corrugation.                                $15 

Faithful Heart   mini-var-Lav  Green edged sport of Cheatin Heart---bright gold center with a narrow green margin.                                             $13 

Fallen Angel    L-var-W  Guardian Angel sport—emerges speckled green and white turning blue later—process speeded by high temperatures.      $20 

Fan Dance   M-var-Lav   Yellow leaves with a green margin—adds great color to the shady landscape—may bleach in high light.                         $10 

Fantasy Island  S-var-Lav  Slightly wavy leaves with yellow centers that age to creamy white—wide dark green margins.          $13 

Fat Cat  M-gold-Lav Forms a 52” wide mound of heavily corrugated, medium gold foliage—large rounded  leaves AND a fun name!!!                 $15 

Fatal Attraction   M-var-Lav  Dagger like leaves are edged with a yellow margin that changes to white—deeply impressed veins!  Sharp!            $12 

Feather Boa  S-gold-P  A Russ O’Harra (Des Moines) introduction—narrow gold leaves—will add a bright spot among the greens.                      $5 

Fiesta M-var-Lav  A narrow white margin surrounds chartreuse centers—some leaves have bright chartreuse centers with streaks of yellow.          $20 

Final Summation  XL-var-Lav  New!  Dark green-edged sport of  ‘Sum and Substance’.  Superior rich color!!  Forms a huge clump.         $20 

Fingerprint  L-var-Lav  Unusual changeable foliage—green center, gold edge to gold center and green edge with watermarks between the two.   $55 

Fire and Ice   M-var-Lav   Spectacular sport of  ‘ Patriot’ with pure white centers and very dark green margins—white flower stems!                     $14 

Fire Island   S-gold-Lav   Stunning red runs from the petioles into the bright yellow wavy leaves---forms an impressive clump.  Vigorous!           $12  

Fire Opal  L-var-Lav  Unusual sport of ‘Gold Standard’—white centers turn gold as the season progresses.                                         $13 

First Frost  M-var-Lav  HOSTA OF TH E YEAR 2010  Sport of Halcyon—wonderful blue leaves surrounded by a frosty white border !           $13 

First Mate  S-var-P  Long wavy leaves with dark green margins and striking yellow centers—vigorous –an improved Kabitan!                           $14 

Flemish Sky  M-blue-Lav  Nice, very powdery blue leaves with wavy margins---lightly cupped leaves.                                                                 $15 

Flower Power  L-green-W  Large leaves turn from gray-blue to apple green and have  large white, showy fragrant flowers!!!  WOW!                   $10 

fluctuans (o.s.) L-green-Lav  The true Hosta ‘fluctuans’—from Japan—glossy green—impressed veins—wonderful clump form.                        $12  

Fluted Fountain L-green-Lav  Vase shaped mound of wonderful green leaves with deep veins, ruffles and a twisted tip.                                         $18 

Forest Fireworks  M-var-W  Wavy edged chartreuse leaves with blue veining---creamy gold margins.                                                                  $15 

Forest Shadows  S-var-Lav  Medium green leaves with a dark green margin—interesting shades of green.                                                               $11 

Formal Attire  L-var-Lav  Wide margin that changes from yellow to creamy white---nice medium green centers---very ‘formal’!                        $9 

Fort Knox  L-gold-Lav  Large, bright gold leaves of excellent substance.  A nice specimen plant.                                                                             $14 

fortunei ‘Hyacinthia’  L-blue-Lav  Broad leaves are gray-green on top---glaucous blue below—slug resistant.                                                       $5 

Fountain of Youth L-var-Lav  Vase-shaped mound of shiny, heavily rippled leaves—1/2 “ wide white margin!  Makes a great specimen plant.    $14 

Fragrant Blue   S/M-blue-W   Very powdery deep blue leaves --fragrant flowers--an excellent blue due to its tendency to produce new leaves.      $12 

*Fragrant Bouquet   L-var-W  HOSTA OF THE YEAR 1998—apple green leaves with irregular yellow-white margins— fragrant flowers      $11 

Fragrant Dream   L-var-Lav    Sport of  Fragrant Bouquet—medium green center-1/4 “ creamy yellow margin lightens to white!  NICE                $12 

Fragrant Fire   M-Var-W  A variegated sport of Old Faithful!!! Glossy,green center, creamy yellow margin—reddish petioles-fragrant!!WOW  $10 

Fragrant Queen  M-var-Lav  Fragrant flowers top these dark green centered leaves that feature very wide creamy white margins.                       $16    

Fran Godfrey  L-var-Lav  Sport of Sum and Substance with chartreuse centers and dark green margins—forms a massive mound.                        $19 

*Francee    M-Var-Lav   Forest green leaves with narrow white margins----classic!  Holds up in SUN as well as shade.                                        $7 

Frances Williams   M/L-var-W   Large blue-green leaves with a well defined gold margin—a classic!                                                                      $8 

Francheska   M-var-W  Blue-green centers surrounded by a nice wide yellow border---upright growth habit.                                                        $17 

Friar Tuck   XL-var-Lav  Huge leaves with apple green centers and a wide chartreuse margin.                                                                                 $23 

*Fried Bananas   M-gold-W  Glossy gold leaves grace a plant which quickly forms a large mound—large white, fragrant flowers!                     $10 

*Fried Green Tomatoes   L-green-W  Frosty green in spring—shiny in summer—magnificent fragrant white flowers—excellent growth rate!     $9 

Friends S-M-yellow-Lav  Vigorous ‘Spritzer’ seedling---emerges chartreuse and brightens to yellow---rippled leaves with a twist.                      $13  

Frog School   S-green-Lav    A charming dense clump of frosty green leaves—from  H.  ‘First Choice’—offered to me by Alex Malloy.               $10 

Frost Giant  L-var-?  Stately, sturdy blue-green leaves with bright yellow margins that become creamy later in the season.         $20 

Frosted Dimples   S/M-var-W  Thick “pebbled” heart-shaped blue leaves with a crisp, creamy border!  Beautiful!                                                   $14 



Frosted Jade   L-Var-W  Frosted dark green leaves with a clear, white margin—mature mounds are striking!                                                        $12 

Frosted Mouse Ears  mini-var-P  Wide creamy white margin (yellow in spring) surrounds a bluish green center—thick substance!                        $15 

Frosty Morn  S-gold-Lav  Bright gold foliage with a ‘frosty’ appearance.                                                                                                                 $16 

Frozen Margarita   M-var-W   Variegated sport of H.’Fried Bananas’—shiny greenish-yellow center, white margin—fragrant white flowers!!     $16 

Fujibotan  L-green-Lav  50 double lavender flowers per stem is not unusual!  “botan” means tree peony—pinkish lavender flowers!  Vigorous!  $10  

Gamma Ray  M-var-Lav  Dark green leaves (bluish early) with a central white stripe catch a lot of attention!  Sport of  H.’Striptease’                 $40 

Garden Party   XL-var-W  Vase-shaped mound of bright gold centered,green-edged leaves—sport of ‘Golden Sculpture’—pebbled—cupped       $19 

Garden Treasure  M-var-Lav  Broad oval leaves—dark green center with a bright gold border—slug resistant!                                                    $11  

Geisha Limey Streaks   S-var-Lav  Smaller version of ‘Animachi’—comes up gold with green streaks—gold then turns to lime green.                 $22   

Geisha Satin Ripples  M-green-P  Shiny green, slightly rippled margin quickly forms a dense mound.  Interesting long curved tip!                     $15 

Gemini Moon   M/L-var-lav  Sport of H.’Abiqua Moonbeam’ with 2” wide gold margins and a medium green center—good substance!                $15 

Gentle Giant  XL-bl/gr-Lav Huge, upright mound of corrugated, cupped and twisted blue-green foliage.  Can reach 42” x 5-6’ !!                         $21 

Ghost master  M-var-Lav  White-centered sport of Ghost Spirit.  Three shades of green occur as center and margin cross.                                      $19         

Ghost  Spirit   M-var-Lav   Irregular misted blue leaves streaked with white.!  EYECATCHING!                                                                         $16 

Giantland Sunny Mouse Ears  mini-gold-Lav  The first gold-leaved mouse ears! Heart-shaped leaves have a great thick substance!                     $18 

Gin and Tonic  M-var-W  Striking mound of chartreuse foliage with streaky, creamy margins.                                                                                $14 

Ginko Craig   S-var-P  Bright purple flowers sit atop this fast growing plant—pure white margins surround the green center.  Nice edger!               $5 

Ginsu Knife  M-var-W  Forms an upright fountain-shaped clump of heavily rippled and serrated creamy-margined leaves.  Fragrant flowers.       $20 

*Glory   M/L-gold-P  Beautiful heart shaped leaves of bright yellow—slight ruffling around the edges.                                                                      $10 

Glory Hallelujah  M-var-Lav  Broad dark blue-green corrugated leaves are margined by a nice yellow edge.             $15 

Gold Drop  S-gold-Lav  A charming clump of small golden leaves—a bright spot of color for a shady spot.                                                              $4 

Gold Edger  S-gold-W  A good gold edger with dense growth habit. Quickly forms a charming clump.                                                                       $4 

*Gold Regal   L-gold-P    Upright growth habit----chartreuse-gold leaves with a dusty blush---this is the gold form of  H. Krossa Regal!!             $8    

*Gold Standard    M-var-Lav   Light gold leaf with a very dark margin--Gold Standard can look so different in varying amounts of light. NICE     $7 

Goldbrook Glimmer   M-var-Lav  Unique sport of ‘Halcyon’—white wax covers the blue leaves and light chartreuse centers.                             $15   

*Golden Anniversary    L-green-Lav      Rippled yellow-green leaves form a large, graceful mound.                                                                         $10 

Golden Delight  L-gold-Lav  Heavily corrugated medium gold leaves---nice cupping-- heavy substance!                                                                $15 

Golden EmpressM-gold-Lav  A nice gold hosta.  Margins are wavy and lavender flowers sit atop these bright leaves                                                $9 

Golden Friendship   M-gold-Lav   Commemorates the bond between hosta people!!!  Cupped, rounded gold leaves---excellent substance!          $11 

Golden Meadows   M-var-W  Wide corrugated dark green margin—a light green center and then medium green streaks join the two!! Nice            $16 

Golden Melody  M/L-var-W   Blue-green margin is wavy and corrugated while the center changes from gold  in spring to light green!                 $20 

Golden Needles  mini-str-Lav  Dense clump of yellow leaves with green streaks.  Thick substance.  Flowers held on yellow scapes!                       $18 

Golden Prayers    S-gold-W    Very nice gold!!   Cupped and upright small hosta.                                                                                                        $10      

*Golden Sculpture   L-gold-W   Large vase-shaped mound of bright gold foliage---heavily corrugated and thick  substanced,  Sun tolerant.         $12 

*Golden Tiara    M-var-P    Small green leaves edged in gold---extremely vigorous growth---lovely ‘tiara’ growth habit.                                          $5 

Golden Tusk  L-gold-W  Medium to bright gold-leaved sport of H. ‘Wooly Mammoth’—thick substance.  A nice large specimen plant.              $18 

Gone Fishin’  L-str>blue-Lav  This is the misted form of sieboldiana ‘Elegans’---interesting!                $36 

Goober  S-green-? What a fun name!  A great little plant for a rockery, container or edge of a path.  Forms a dense clump.                                  $11                                              

Good as Gold    M-gold-Lav    Forms a charming mound of golden leaves---sure to brighten any shady spot you have!                                               $7 

Goodness Gracious  M-var-Lav  Forms a broad mound of heart-shaped dark green leaves with wide, yellow margins---SHOWY!!!!                      $15 

Gosan Gold Midget  mini-gold-Lav  Glossy, bright yellow green foliage.  Forms a charming mound.                                                                      $10 

gracillima      mini-green-Lav     Native to Japan---- the wonderfully wiggly and wavy leaves have a nice sheen!   Vigorous!                                     $7  

Granary Gold   M-gold-Lav  Bright gold leaves hold their color well throughout most of the season.                $10 

Grand Marquee  M-var-W  Strikingly variegated leaves have gold centers and blue-green  margins—very thick substance.                                     $15 

Grand Master   L-var-Lav  Medium large puckered blue-green leaves with a lovely yellow to white margin—rapid grower.                                  $10             

Grand Prize     S-var-P    A newer sport of H. ‘Grand Tiara’---very wide, bright gold margins surround nice green centers!  You’ll like it!         $10 

*Grand Slam   S/M-green-Lav   A real “hit” in our gardens!  Glossy green leaves that are heavily ruffled---RED petioles and a pretty form!          $15 

Grand Tiara   S-var-P   Wide bright gold margins with narrow dark green centers.  Rapid grower and very eyecatching!                                       $7 

Grand Total  XL-green-Lav  Forms a HUGE mound of medium green foliage.  Found in a few collections—limited availability                            $20 

Great Arrival  L-var-W  The blue-green center is surrounded by a margin that goes from gold to white—large leaves!                                         $15 

*Great Expectations   L-var-W   Beautiful large yellow puckered leaves are edged by wide, irregular margins of blue and light green!  WOW!  $12 

Great Lakes Gold   L-gold-Lav  Wonderful gold leaves with a great ‘piecrust’ edge!  Large upright mound—leaves of good substance!                $16 

Green Angel  L/XL-green-W  A mutation of H.’Blue Angel’—huge green leaves gracefully curve to the ground---forms a massive mound.        $10 

Green Lama  S-bl/gr-Lav  Quickly forms a nice bluish green clump—Leaves will be bluer in deep shade.                                                                 $8 

Green Mouse Ears  mini-green-Lav  Thick substanced foliage in a rich green color---darling  ‘mouse ear’ shaped leaves.                                      $12 

Green Sheen  XL-green-Lav  These large green leaves have a nice gloss and the mound they form is ‘huge’!  Great background plant.                  $10                                                     

Green Wedge  L-green-W  Large glossy green leaves of heavy substance.  A nice contrast to all your variegated varieties.                                    $9 

Green With Envy  S-var-P  Forms a dense mound of gold-centered medium green edged leaves.  Nice-----good growth rate.                                    $9 

Greentown  ML-green-Lav  Sport of H.’Galaxy’—nice mounding habit—named so we remember the Greentown Indians of Ohio’s history.       $12 

Grey Ghost  M/L-blue-W  unique sport of  H.’Blue Angel’—does 3 color changes—emerges white, then is butter yellow—finally blue!!!!            $17 

Ground Sulphur   S-gold-Lav  Small, low growing mound of narrow, golden leaves.  Add a gold to set off your “blue” hostas!!!                          $6                           

*Guacamole   L-var-Lav  Hosta of the Year 2002—shiny apple-green leaves margined by a wide dark green edge—large fragrant flowers too!   $12 

Guardian Angel   XL-var-W  STRIKING!!! Huge leaves!  Misted white and green center—blue-green margin!  You’ll want this one!                 $16 

Gum Drop  S-green-pink  Heart-shaped leaves with light corrugation and pink flowers!!!                                                                                           $6      

Gunsmoke  L-bl/gr-Lav  Elongated metallic blue leaves with prominent veins and a ruffled edge—makes a huge, impressive mound!                  $15 

Gypsy Rose  M-var-Lav  A charming clump that catches many an eye!  Unique white line separates the dark margin and light center.                     $16 

Gypsy’s Boa   S-green-P  Low mound of wavy green foliage—nice purple flowers in July                                                                                       $12 

Hacksaw  S-green-Lav  Long, tapered light green leaves that are intensely rippled and lightly serrated.  A different leaf shape!                                $8 

*Hadspen Blue   M-blue-W  Very, very deep blue leaves of thick substance—one of the “bluest”—set off by white flowers!                                 $9 



*Halcyon   M-blue-Lav  One of the best medium sized “blues”—makes a wonderful clump---flat blue leaves with prominent veins.                         $7 

Half and Half  M-var-W  Beautifully variegated leaves are dark green with a pure white center and light green jetting------nice!                           $16 

Hampshire County   M/L-var-W  A wonderful hybrid from the Lachmans—Broad dark green leaves with a clean white margin.                           $14 

Hanky Panky  S-var-Lav Emerges with dark green leaves edged with  pale lime – an ivory halo separates the center and the margin.  Coloration                       

        changes by seasons’ end and this transformation makes it a very unique specimen – stunning sport of ‘Striptease’                                             $10 

Happy Dayz  M-var-Lav  A brightly colored hosta!  The yellow centers lighten in summer.  Blue-green margins jet into the center.                       $16  

Harpoon   M-var-P  Dense mounding habit—shiny dark green leaves with a yellow margin—SHARP!                                                                  $15 

Harriette Ward  L-gold-Lav  Brilliant gold foliage of excellent substance—forms a large mound - - useful as a specimen.                                      $18  

Hawkeye Gold  S-var-Lav  Leaves are generally green-centered with a narrow gold margin—shades of green vary from leaf to leaf---unusual!      $15 

Heart and Soul   S-var-Lav  Heart shaped yellow gold leaves with a clean green margin—NICE—sport of H. ‘Vanilla Cream’                            $13 

Heart  Broken  S-gold/green-Lav  Charming little leaves emerge gold and later turn green.  Forms a sweet little clump.                                           $11      

Heart’s Content  M-var-Lav  Very dark green corrugated heart-shaped leaves with a broad creamy-white margin!                                                $8 

Heartache (o.s.)  M-gold-P  Viridescent heart-shaped gold leaves are cupped and wavy.                                                                                             $10 

Heartsong  S/M-var-Lav  Medium green heart-shaped leaves with a nice white edge.                                                                                                $6 

Heavenly Tiara  S-var-P  Rapidly forms a charming clump of gold centered leaves with wide creamy margins—sport of ‘Grand Tiara’.                 $15 

Hi Ho Silver   S-var-P  A wide white margin surrounds the green center—especially striking from a distance!  Maintains that ‘cute’ look!           $10 

Hidden Treasure  S-var-Lav  A great, small mound of dense medium green foliage with a crisp white margin—striking!!!                                 $20                                                           

High Society   S-var-Lav  Striking sport of June!  Yellow to white center—wide blue margin!  WOW                                                                       $15 

Hippodrome   M-var-W  Broad, dark green leaves with a neatly rippled , creamy yellow margin.  Great leaf substance.                                         $17 

Hollywood Lights  L-var-Lav  Large arching dark green leaves accentuated by a yellow flare in the center-sport of ‘On  Stage’                              $15 

Holy Mole’  L-var-W  A robust sport of Guacamole—chartreuse with 2” wide dark green margin—very fragrant!  You’ll like this one!              $15 

Honey Moon   M-green-Lav  Neat green clump with round leaves----great gift along with ‘Bridal Veil’ and ‘Bridegroom’                                    $6 

Hoosier Dome   L-green-Lav  Giant dome-shaped dark leaves with impressed veins—each leaf arches downward—edges are RUFFLED!            $16 

*Hoosier Harmony   L-var-W  Chartreuse centers edged by a green margin—rapid growth rate—pleasing form-very fragrant flowers.              $10 

Hudson Bay  M/L-var-W  Wide, nearly 2 inch wide dark green margins are striking as they surround the white centers. Eyecatching!                   $20 

Humpback Whale  XL-bl/gr-W  A piece once sold at a 2006 AHS auction for $3700!  Heart-shaped corrugated leaves form a massive mound. $23 

Hush Puppie  S-var-P  Rapid grower—tiny heart-shaped leaves—creamy white margin---cute name too!            $12 

I’m So Blue  M-blue-W  Slug resistant beautiful  blue foliage with great corrugation.               $16 

Ice Cream   S-var-Lav   Deep green leaves with a gold margin—sport of Vanilla Cream.                                                                                        $11 

Ice Follies  M-var-Lav  Very dark green leaves have really wide creamy borders that turn bright white by summer.  New sport of  H. ‘Antioch’.  $18 

Illicit Affair   mini-var-Lav  Sport of H. ‘Cheatin Heart’—small green heart shaped leaves with a slight wave and a nice yellow margin.             $9 

Immense  L-green-W  H. ‘montana’ parentage—leathery green leaves with a tight piecrust edge.                                                                              $15 

Imp mini-var-Lav  Rippled and somewhat shiny dark green leaves with a creamy border.             $14 

Inaho   S-var-Lav    A smallish clump with very streaky, misted , lance-shaped foliage.                                                                                           $9 

Independence   M-var-Lav   Wide white margins that are SPECKLED with green surrounding a green center!  Love those speckles!!!                   $14 

Independence Day  XL-var-Lav  Huge vase-shaped mound forms!  Chartreuse centers with gold margins.  Sport of H.’Gold Regal’                   $15 

Innisglow   M-gold   All gold form of Inniswood—a nice bright addition to your shade—leaves have good substance.                                           $10 

*Inniswood  M-var-Lav   Wonderful puckering---bright gold centers—wide deep green margins—heavy texture and corrugation.                           $12 

Intrigue  M-var-Lav Highly variable foliage—color ranges from streaked to greenish centered with a white margin to green margin white center. $26 

*Invincible   M-green-W  Glossy green foliage and fragrant flowers—rapid grower—margins are quite ruffled—attractive clump.                         $7 

Irish Luck  M-green-Lav  Incredibly glossy, dark green leaves with wavy (piecrust) margins—deep veining—good substance.                              $14 

Irongate Delight  M-var-Lav  Vigorous grower—wide creamy white margins and a rich green center—fragrant flowers too!                                $8 

Island Breeze  M-var-Lav  Green margins surround a lovely yellow center.  The center becomes chartreuse if grown in shade or bright yellow      $15 

                                              if grown in a sunny area.  This one will brighten your beds! 

Island Charm  S-var-Lav Leaf centers are yellow early, turning creamy—green margin—petioles and scapes are pinkish red.            $12 

Itsy Bitsy Spider mini-bl/gr-Lav  Tiny, thick narrow blue-green leaves form a neat, dense mound.                                                                          $18 

Itty Bitty  mini-var-Lav  Thick , dark green leaves have an irregular white center.  Sport of H. “Green Mouse Ears”.                                                 $15 

Ivory Coast  M-var-Lav  A sport of ‘Sagae’ that you’ll love!! Creamy white margins surround a light green center!                                                $15 

Ivory Necklace   M-var-P  Rapid growing sport of H.’Emerald Necklace’—unique leaf shape and variegation—you’ll like it!                                 $15 

Ivory Queen  M-var-Lav  Stunning contrasts!  Creamy centers with broad blue-green margins that jet into that creamy center.                                $16                            

Jack of Diamonds M-var-W  Very dark blue-green leaves with wide yellow margins—SHARP!                                                                             $14 

Jade Cascade  XL-green-W  Glossy, immense green leaves are nicely ruffled and pleated.               $14 

Janet  M-var-Lav  These light centered leaves with a green margin quickly for m a medium mound of foliage.                                                       $9 

Janet’s Green Sox  M-green-Lav  Fast growing all green form of Janet—makes a medium sized mound in a short time.                                          $9 

Jason and Katie  M-var-Lav  Very round and corrugated dark green leaves with a bright yellow edge!  Sharp !                                                     $12 

Jimmy Crack Corn    L-gold-W  Piedmont Gold seedling—gold leaves with a piecrust edge and deeply impressed veins—quite attractive!          $12 

Jingle Bells M-green-P  Semi-bell-shaped deep purple flowers sit atop the dark green lance-shaped leaves.                                                             $15 

Joanne Johnson  M-bl/gr-W  Lightly folded blue-green leaves.  Huge 5 inch long fragrant white flowers!                                                             $10 

John Denver  M-green-W  Nice dark green leaves are heavily corrugated and have good substance.                                                                         $20 

Johnny Angel  L-gold-W  Heavily corrugated golden leaves cup downward---margins are somewhat wavy.                                                          $24 

Joseph  M-green-P  Glossy, dark green heart-shaped leaves make a classy clump and will add a nice contrast with your blues and golds.                $12 

Journey’s End   L-var-Lav  Award winning sport of H. ‘Choo Choo Train’—ruffled gold centered leaves with several shades of  green.WOW  $15 

Joy Ride  M-bl/gr-Lav  Here’s one to add texture to your garden!  Forms a broad mound of very wavy blue-green leaves with folded edges!        $18 

Julia  L-var-Lav  Emerges bluish green in spring with creamy margins—changes to dark green edged in pure white—interesting!                           $10                                                                                                 

June   M-var-Lav   HOSTA OF THE YEAR 2001—Gold leaves bordered by blue-green shaded margins---STUNNING!                                     $11 

June Bug  S/M-var-Lav  Forms a nice mound of gold-centered, chartreuse to green-margined foliage.  Cute name!!                                              $15 

June Fever  M-var-Lav  Sport of June with shiny yellow leaves and a very narrow blue margin.                                                         $12 

June Spirit M-var-Lav  Shiny leaves have wide, deep green margins and chartreuse centers that turn yellow in part sun.                $18 

*Jurassic Park  XL-green-Lav  14”x 16” leaves are corrugated and can take a full morning of sun.  Can form an 8’ wide clump.     $23 



Just So  S-var-Lav  Puckered, heart shaped yellow-gold leaves edged in dark green.  An attractive small plant.                                 $12 
Kabitan   S-var-Lav     Narrow, wavy iridescent yellow leaves with thin dark margins.                                                                                             $6                 

Kabuki   M-var-Lav   Wait till you see this one!   Beautifully variegated white-margined foliage---fast growth rate too!                                         $14 

 Kaleidochrome  S-str-Lav  Streaked and mottled variegation make this H. longipes seedling from Japan very unique!  LIMITED                       $30 

Katherine Lewis  M-var-Lav  Blue-green leaves with wide, golden centers—similar to H. ‘June’, but brighter.                                                        $12 

Katie Q   M-var-Lav   Vivid blue-green center surrounded by frosty gold slightly wavy margin---great color combination—SHARP!!                 $14 

Katsuragawa Beni  M-green-Lav  Narrow, pointed shiny green leaves have red spotting and are held up on red petioles!                                        $13 

Key Lime Pie   L-var-Lav  Heavily ruffled leaves held horizontally—wide yellow margins—green center—sport of Squash Casserole.               $15 

Key West  L-gold-Lav  Great new gold! Olga Petryszyn crossed nigrescens ‘Elatior’ and ‘ High Noon’. Very large leaves-60”clump                     $17 

Kifukurin Ko Mame  mini-var-P  Green centered leaves are narrow and have a rippled white margin.                                                                   $12 

Kinbotan    mini-var-P   Name means ‘gold button’----tiny yellow-green leaves are edged in gold---a choice selection from Japan.                        $13 

Kinbuchi Tachi L-var-P Unusual cultivar from Japan—upright mound—shiny dark green centers with a yellow margin.         $18 

King Tut  M-gold-W  An outstanding bright gold hosta! Flat heat-shaped leaves with deeply impressed veins—great color!                                    $10 

Kingfisher  M-blue-Lav  Deep powdery blue—nice!  Leaves are smooth, pointed and of good substance.                                                               $10 

Kiwi AcidYellow  M-yellow-Lav  An unusual shade of yellow to be sure!  Will grow well with bright light.                                                             $25 

Kiwi Black Magic  M-green-P  Very dark black-green leaves—dark purple flowers held on an almost black scape!  Will add contrast for you!   $10 

Kiwi Cream Edge  S/M-var-Lav  Shiny chartreuse-yellow centers are surrounded by a narrow cream edge.                                                             $10 

Kiwi Full Monty   M-var-Lav Sport of ‘Striptease’—frosty blue leaves with a blue-green center surrounded by a fine white line!  Vigorous!     $18 

Kiwi Kaniere Gold  L-gold-Lav  Emerges a glowing gold-green—the color intensifies with maturity—fast grower.                                                $14 

Kiwi Leap Frog  L-green-Lav  Forms a lovely fountain-shaped mound of large green leaves—adds great contrast to variegated hosta.                $15 

Kiwi Skyscraper   L/XL-blue-Lav  Outstanding hybrid of ‘Sagae’—rich blue foliage in a distinctly upright, large mound—thick substance.         $14 

*Kiwi Sunlover  M-var-Lav  I love this bright selection from Barry Sligh!  Chartreuse with a darker edge—colorful!                                           $15 

*Kiwi Sunshine  L-yellow-Lav Cupped and corrugated golden leaves---apple green in the shade--golden yellow in the sun.           $10 

Komodo Dragon XL-green-W  Huge dark green leaves with an attractive wavy edge.  Upright and vase shaped.                                                  $15 

Korean Snow  S-var-Lav  Unusual variegation—glossy green leaves are misted with fine creamy white streaks—yingeri flowers!                         $18 

Krinkled Cup  M/L-green-Lav  Deeply cupped, heavily corrugated dark green foliage—rarely seen.                                                                     $35 

*Krossa Regal   XL-blue-Lav  Powdery, blue gray leaves---great upright vase shape can add structure to your landscape.  36” tall clumps!           $9 

Krugerrand    L-gold-Lav  An exciting gold from H. High Noon’ and H. ‘Big John’—BRIGHT GOLD—thick substance!                                  $18 

Ladybug  S-gold-Lav  Gold, rounded, unruly leaves form a crowded mound of foliage-----different!                                                                         $12 

Lady Godiva   M/L-var-Lav   A reversed sport of ‘Striptease’—green centered with a white margin----good growth rate!                                       $13 

Lady Guinevere   M-var-Lav  Creamy centers with a dark green margin—unique edge             $15 

Lady Isobel Barnett  XL-var-Lav  Huge, shiny medium green leaves—margin goes from cream to yellow.—sport of Sum and Substance             $16 

Lakeside April Snow  L-var-W  Very wide snow white margin with a limey spring green center—some streaking of white into the center!         $11 

Lakeside Baby Face  mini-var-Lav   Slightly shiny, nearly round dark green leaves have a clean gold margin—really sweet!!                                $13 

Lakeside Beach Bum  S-bl/gr-W  Nearly round, moderately cupped leaves with glaucous bloom (wax) on the top.          $15 

Lakeside Beach Captain  M-var-W  Narrow creamy yellow centers surrounded by a blue-green margin—heavy corrugation.                                $18 

Lakeside Black Satin  M-green-P  Extremely dark green round, ruffled shiny leaves.  Darkest color is achieved in deep shade. BEAUTIFUL!   $13 

Lakeside Blue Cherub(o.s.) mini-blue-W  Leathery—slightly cupped blue-green leaves topped with white flowers.                                                 $8 

Lakeside Breaking News  M?L-var-Lav  Grey green leaves with a heavily rippled creamy-white border.  Leaf backs are white—Striking!         $20 

Lakeside Cha Cha  M-var-Lav  Large, heart-shaped yellow leaves with wide, creamy margins.  Eyecatching!                                                         $12 

Lakeside Cupcake  S-var-Lav  Outstanding small hosta!  Great blue-green margins surround glowing white centers.  Cupped leaves!                 $18 

Lakeside Dividing Line  M-var-W  Dark green leaves have an unusual white ‘dividing’line down the center                             $24 

Lakeside Down Sized   mini-var-Lav   Charming small clump of green centered leaves have clean white margins.          $14 

Lakeside Dragonfly   M-var-Lav  Broad, pointed green leaves with wide, white margins that jet irregularly into the center.                                   $15  

LakesideFeather Light    M-var-Lav  Rapidly forms a highly ornamental mound of very wavy, white-margined foliage.                                         $10    

Lakeside Hoola Hoop  S-var-Lav  Shiny, bright green leaves with heavily rippled yellow edges- -upright habit—an award winner!!                   $14 

Lakeside Kaleidoscope   S-var-Lav  DISTINCTIVE!  Small mound of blue-green ruffled leaves that are brightly bordered in white.                      $12 

Lakeside Legal Tender  S-var-W  Very round leaves (coin like)—medium green with a sharp white edge.                                                            $15 

Lakeside Lollipop  M-green-Lav  Shiny, dark cupped leaves with heavy corrugation—perhaps the best of the dark Lakeside introductions.           $12 

Lakeside Looking Glass   S-green-lav  Glossy, deep green leaves with distinctively rippled margins and deep veining—blue black petioles!      $13 

Lakeside Meadow Ice  S-var-Lav  Shiny dark centered leaves of good substance—creamy white margins—SHARP!                                              $20 

Lakeside Neat Petite S-green-P  Heart-shaped green foliage that is slightly cupped.  Spectacular purple flowers sit atop a charming mound.         $10 

Lakeside Old Smokey  M-bl/gr-Lav   Deep blue-green leaves of good substance             $18 

Lakeside  Paisley Print  S-var-Lav  Thick substanced, dark green wavy leaves with creamy white centers that feather out!  Unique!                      $20 

Lakeside Party Dress  S-var-Lav  A heavily rippled creamy margin surrounds a light green center that changes to gold and back again!             $22 

Lakeside Premier   M-var-Lav  Dark green leaves with wide creamy margins—described as rivaling ‘Sagae’ in its ornamental beauty.                 $13 

Lakeside Prophecy  M-green-Lav  Attractive dark green foliage with a frilled and rippled edge----thick substance!                                              $20 

Lakeside Rhapsody  M-var-W  Great color and substance—a medium to large clump;blue-green leaves—wide uneven white margin.                   $15 

Lakeside Rocky Top  mini-var-Lav  Wavy-edged  white margin—shiny dark green centers!  Charming little mini!                                               $16 

Lakeside Scamp  mini-var-Lav  Blue-green centered leaves with a creamy margin.  This is a “reblooming” hosta!                                                  $15 

Lakeside Shore Master   L-var-Lav  Leaves emerge blue and quickly develop rich ivory to yellow centers.  Leaves are thick and seersuckered . $14  

Lakeside Sparkle Plenty  M-gold-Lav  Very shiny, light green leaves change to an interesting gold as the season progresses—I LIKE THIS ONE $9 

Lakeside Spellbinder  M- var-W  Striking mound of white centered foliage.  A real eyecatcher!                                                                            $14 

Lakeside Symphony  L-var-W  Gold centered leaves with chartreuse margins.  Leaves have a wavy edge—nice!                                                     $15 

Lakeside Zinger  S-var-Lav  A charming small clump with dark green leaves with a wide white border.                                                               $14 

*Lancifolia  M-green-Lav  Lance-shaped leaves overlap in a perfect mound—glossy on both sides—very sun tolerant!                                            $4 

Last Dance   M-var-Lav    An intriguing beauty!  Streaky yellow margins encircle a dark leaf center—really  nice!                                               $13  

Leading Lady   L-var-Lav  Large upright clump of broad heart-shaped dark green leaves with gold margins—impressive clump!                         $14 

Leather Sheen  S-green-Lav  Very dark green shiny leaves form a nice small mound.                                                                                              $9  



Lederhosen  M-blue-Lav  Beautiful fragrant flowers top off this vigorous blue plant with thick, wavy leaves.                                                          $13 

*Lemon Delight  S-var-Lav  A rapid grower—small yellow margins surround dark green centers.  Charming clump!                                            $7 

Lemon Frost  S-var-P  Bright limey-green centers surrounded by a precise pure white margin---fresh looking small clump with purple flowers!    $9 

*Lemon Lime   S-green-P    Small dense mound of greenish-gold foliage.  Fast grower.  Bright purple flowers add a special touch!                      $4 

Lemon Meringue  M-gold-W  Bright yellow-green  leaves with snow white backs----unique!               $16 

Lemontini  S-gold-P  Bright yellow color (emerges chartreuse) slightly shiny—smooth texture—wavy!  Great color!!!!                                        $16 

Leola Fraim    M-var-Lav  Very dark green leaves—very wide, white margins—cupping—corrugation.  A Lachman introduction.                           $9  

Let  Me Entertain You M-green-Lav  Vigorous grower!  Medium green leaves make a very attractive mound.                                                       $12 

Liberty XL-var-Lav  A sport of H. ‘Sagae’ with thicker leaves and  a wider, more dramatic yellow margin!  2012 HOSTA OF THE YEAR !       $15                                    

Li’l Abner   M-var-Lav   One of my favorites!  The medium green center is surrounded by an unusual BRASSY GOLD margin!                          $12 

Lickety Split  S/M-var-Lav  Forms a dense mound of light green leaves with white streaks and mottled areas.                                                           $16 

Lights Up  mini-yellow-P  Wavy yellow leaves—bright and unusual! Purple flowers atop yellow leaves----nice!                                                    $11 

Lime Ripple  L-green-Lav  Attractive rippled lime green leaves that become more yellow in sunny areas.  Thick substance!                                     $19 

Lime Smoothie  M/L-var-Lav  A ¾” greenish yellow margin surrounds a medium to dark green center.  Nice!                                                      $18 

Limey Lisa   mini-green-Lav  The great chartreuse lime green heart-shaped leaves would add a nice contrast to your other minis!                            $9                                  

*Little Aurora  S-gold-Lav  Forms a nice clump of brilliant gold rounded leaves—color holds well and will brighten your border.                       $8 

Little Black Scape   S-green-Lav  Leaves emerge green and then change to a limey chartreuse—and with JET BLACK scapes!  Eyecatching       $11 

Little Caesar  mini-var-Lav  Slightly rippled leaves have a creamy white center and a wide green edge—a slight twist at the end!                        $15 

Little Devil  mini-var-Lav  Neat and petite!! Nice green leaves surrounded by a crisp white margin.  Sport of ‘Swoosh’ x H. venusta.                     $13 

Little Doll   S/M-var-Lav  Wide yellow margin turning white—moderately corrugated—good substance!                                                               $12  

Little Miss Muffet  mini-green-Lav  Dense mound forms of ovate-shaped, light green leaves.  Not often seen except in collections.                        $11 

Little Miss Sunshine  S-gold-Lav  Red scapes! Wavy leaves emerge chartruse and brighten to gold as the season progresses.                               $14                    

Little One   mini-green-P  A sweet tiny one for the rock garden, stone trough or front edge of a path!  Adorable!                                                        $5 

Little Treasure  mini—var-Lav  Creamy white centers are surrounded by wide blue-green margins!! Flowers are held up on creamy white stems.$14 

Little White Lines  mini-var-P  Medium green leaves with a clean white margin—cute!                                                                                            $7 

Little Wonder   S-var-P  Dark green narrow leaf with a nice white edge!  A great little plant along a pathway.                                                       $8 

Lochness  Monster  L-var-W  Medium green centered leaves have chartreuse margins that turn to gold!                                                                    $27 

Lollapalooza M-var-W  A ‘Galaxy” seedling. Wavy leaf margins that go from butter yellow to white—sharp dark green centers.                        $20 

London Fog  M-var-Lav  Speckled green and white foliage!  A sport of H. ‘Allegan Fog’.               $18 

Lost World  M-green-Lav  Deeply cupped dark green leaves are slightly corrugated—moderate ‘bloom’ on underside.                                         $20 

Lothar the Giant  L-green-W  Large, deep dark green leaves of thick substance.  Slug resistant               $20 

Love of Life   L-var-Lav   Very attractive upright clump—creamy white margin circles the dark green center---very rapid grower!                       $11 

Love Pat   M-blue-W  A CLASSIC!  Intensely blue-green leaves are rounded, cupped and puckered!  Exceptional substance.                                  $12 

Loyalist   M-var-W  Deep green margin with nearly pure white centers—the white centers persist all season—reverse of H. Patriot!!!!               $12 

Lucky Mouse  mini-var-Lav  Thick blue-green leaves have a wide creamy yellow border that later becomes white.                                                    $17 

Lucy Vitols  M-var-Lav  Gold-centered leaves with medium to dark-green margins---moderate corrugation.                                                             $13 

Lullaby   M-gold-Lav  Luminescent yellow foliage in the spring—slowly turns to chartreuse!  Slightly rippled margins.  Nice  form!                  $14 

Lunar Magic   M-var-Lav  Sport of ‘Lunar Orbit’—leaves emerg green, change to deep gold with a dark green margin—interesting!                    $12 

Lunar  Orbit   M-var-P  Leathery heart-shaped yellow leaf with a green margin that streaks to the center of the leaf---eyecatching!                     $11 

Mack The Knife  S-var-Lav  Thick green leaves with unusual”orangish” margins!  Unusual  leaf shape too.                                                             $14 

Made You Look  M-var-W  Light yellow centers have a 1” chartreuse margin—slightly corrugated—not often seen.                                            $30 

Magic Fire  L-var-Lav  Bright golden-edged foliage patterned with flame-like green centers---the leaves twist and fold!           $18 

Majestic  L-var-Lav  Very dark green leaves with very wide creamy-white borders.  The dark green ‘jets’ into the white!!  Wow!                        $16                          

Mama Mia   M-var-Lav  Dark green centers encircled by a gold border that changes to cream.   Forms a dense clump quickly.                               $10 

Maple Leaf  L-var-W  Blue green leaves have a gold center that is shaped  like a maple leaf---hence the name.                                                       $20 

Maraschino Cherry  M-green-Lav An attention getting dark green hosta—shiny leaves—and tall , dark cherry red scapes!         $8 

Mardi Gras   L-var-Lav  Large heart-shaped leaves of ‘Elatior’ and the variegation of ‘Christmas Tree’---TRULY LOVELY!                                 $15 

Margie’s Angel  L-var-Lav  Yellow leaves with dark green margins.  This tall impressive clump has an upright habit.                                          $22 

Marilyn  M-gold-Lav  Very strong growing gold hosta.  Can quickly make a lovely bright spot for your shaded border!                                          $8 

Marilyn Monroe   M-green-Lav  As rippled as Marilyn’s dress ‘over the grate’—White backed leaves, reddish petioles-much in demand!        $17 

Marquette Park  M-var-Lav  Medium green center with a bright gold margin---quickly forms a nice clump.                                                           $12 

Masquerade  mini- var-Lav  Sharp mini with lots of white in the center surrounded by a green margin.                                                                     $9 

Mata Hari  M-var-Lav  A beautiful mound of variegated leaves—rarely found.                                                                                                      $30                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Maui Buttercups   S-gold-Lav  Deeply cupped and corrugated bright gold leaves---one of the nicest gold clumps you’ll see!                                 $12 

May   S-gold-Lav  The all gold form of H. ‘June’ ---morning sun produces bright gold!                                                                                          $11 

Mayan Moon  M-var-Lav  Green centered, gold margined leaves form a medium-large mound—moderate corrugation.                                         $14  

Megan’s Angel  XL-var-W  Huge blue leaves emerge with wide soft yellow margins that will become white by late summer.                                 $18 

Memories of Dorothy  S/M-var-Lav  Unusual!  White leaf backs, reddish petioles—attractive blue-green leaves with a creamy yellow border.  $12  

Merry Christmas  M-var-Lav Medium green centers are surrounded by creamy white margins.    Sharp!                                                                $15 

Merry Sunshine  M/L-var-Lav  Green leaves with gold overtones---wonderful wide creamy margins.                                                                   $14 

Midas Touch  M-gold-W  Bright yellow with a metallic sheen—intensely cupped and puckered with age.                                                               $11 

Mid Morning  M-var-P  Sport of H. ‘Daybreak’—bright gold centers surrounded by a wide dark green edge .                                                       $16 

Midnight Ride  M/L-green-Lav  VERRRY DARK!  Such a great contrast to all other hostas—especially nice with Paul Revere.                        $10 

Midwest Magic  M/L-var-Lav  Gold center—green edge—heavy substance  and moderate corrugation—A REAL BEAUTY!                             $10 

Mighty Mouse  mini/S-var-Lav  Mouse ear-shaped leaves emerge blue-green with a creamy yellow edge.  Incredible substance.                        $15 

Mikado  XL-green-Lav  Huge heart-shaped green leaves—slow grower, but worth the wait.                                                                                    $16 

**Mike  XL-blue-W  Steel blue leaves are very large and round – much like a blue ‘Sum and Substance’                                                               $22 

Miki     M-gold-P   A nice gold hosta---thick substance and a dense mounding habit.           $16 

Millennium  XL-blue-W  Huge, heavily substance, rounded dark blue leaves!  Forms a wonder clump.                                                                  $19 



Ming Treasure  L-var-W  Shiny green-centered leaves with cream margins!  6” long white flowers.                                                                        $16 

Mini Skirt  mini-var-Lav  Very wavy, thick,blue-green leaves with creamy yellow margins that lighten in summer—tiny striped flowers too!     $24 

Mint Julep  M-var-P  The creamy margin varies from ½ to ¾ inches wide—great contrast with the dark center---STRIKING!                            $11 

Minuteman  M-var-Lav  Rivals ‘Patriot’ for ornamental beauty—wonderful dark green leaves with wonderfully wide pure white margins!           $10 

Miss Ruby  S-green-Lav  Green leaves with nice dark red petioles; red pigment rises into the leaf blade; “First Look” award winner.                   $15                               

Miss Saigon    M-var-Lav  Place near a path to appreciate the amazing fragrance—sport of Fragrant Bouquet—dark green edged in white.       $14 

Miss Susie  S-M-yellow-Lav  Yellow wedge-shaped  leaves with bright red petioles.  An eyecatching combination!!!!!!!!                                      $15 

Miss Tokyo  L-var-Lav  A majestic clump of very large green-centered leaves with wide, white margins.                                                              $16 

Mississippi Delta   L-blue-W   Large blue-gray leaves are displayed horizontally—deeply impressed veins—clumps can reach 5 feet!!                 $16 

Mister Watson    M-var-Lav  Deeply cupped and puckered gold leaves surrounded by a dark green margin—vigorous sport of King Tut.           $14 

Mistress Mabel  M/L-var-Lav  Medium green shiny leaves with creamy white edges—fragrant flowers too!                                                           $18                                                              

montana Aureomarginata   L-var-Lav   Large arching wedge-shaped green leaves with very wide, very yellow margins—upright and HUGE   $10 

Moon Lily   M-gold-Lav   Heavy substanced gold leaves that are widely cupped!  Quite a different leaf—you’ll like it!                                       $11 

Moon River  S-var-Lav  Small, rounded heart-shaped leaf of blue-green color with a pretty, white edge—compact growth.!                                    $9 

Moon Waves  M/L-gold-W  Wonderful wavy margins edge the medium gold to bright gold leaves on this attractive clump.  Gets noticed!         $13 

Moongate Flying Saucer  S-bl/gr-Lav  Slightly cupped and corrugated blue  leaves.                                                                                                  $8 

Moonlight Sonata   M-bl/gr-W  Bluish green color early—ELEGANT sheen as they green up later—cupped and wavy blade—fragrant flowers! $10 

Mount Kirishima  mini-green-Lav  Narrow medium green “popsicle stick” leaves of good substance and a good grower too.                             $10  

Mount Tom  L-var-Lav  Classy!  Intense blue leaves are edged by wide creamy white margins!                                                                                $15                       

Mourning Dove   L-var-Lav  Blue-gray leaves with creamy yellow margins---white undersides!          $17 

Mouse Trap  mini-var-Lav Thick bright white leaves have a blue green margin and  lots of green speckling in the white center of new leaves.    $18                                                                                      

*Munchkin   S-green-P  Vigorous grower and does well in the sun---a nice plant for ground cover.                                                                            $5 

My Darling S-green-Lav  Charming ruffled green leaves that can turn gold with sufficient sun.  A pretty plant with a ‘darling’ name.                 $15 

My Friend Nancy   L-var-Lav   Greenish/steel blue leaves margined by a creamy white edge that can reach 1” wide—great substance                   $13 

My Marianne  M-var-Lav  Attractive medium green leaves with creamy white borders—excellent in containers and in the garden!                    $14 

Nancy   S/M-gold-Lav  Shiny, slightly cupped, wavy heart-shaped leaves.  Great gold coloration!  A ray of sunshine for sure!            $15 

Nate the Great   L-bl/gr-Lav  Deeply cupped and corrugated large round leaves.  An upright hosta.                                                                        $19 

Neat and Tidy  M/L-bl/gr-W  Puckered dark blue-green leaves with an unusually ‘twisted’ appearance—unusual leaf form.                                   $10 

Niagra Falls  M-green/Lav  Dark spinach green leaves with a sheen—Leaves stand upright and arch outward—dramatic rippled margin!!!         $14 

Nifty Fifty  L-var-Lav  Rarely seen Benedict introduction—1/2 to 1” margins are yellow in spring, turning creamy white by July—large mound .  $24 

Night Before Christmas  M-var-Lav  Vigorous white  centered hosta – sharp dark green margin---AN ATTENTION GETTER !  Lots of white! $10 

Night Shift  L-var-Lav  Will spread to 50” or more—Great dark green margins surround a great yellow center of these large leaves!                       $20    

Nightlife  M-bl/gr-Lav  Bluish green foliage of thick substance—fragrant flowers---eyecatching graceful form                                                       $14 

nigrescens   L-bl/gr-Lav  Very large, very upright blue-green leaves—A great backdrop for your brighter varieties!                                                    $9  

Northern Exposure   L-var-W  BEAUTIFUL huge  puckered blue-green leaves with very wide 2”  cream margins----OUTSTANDING!              $14 

Norwalk Chartreuse  M-gold-P  An unusual dark gold---leaves have good substance—from Gunther Stark  in Norwalk.                                     $10 

Obsession   M-var-Lav  Very, very glossy medium green leaves with margins of dark jagged green edges---unusual!!!!                                           $12  

Ogan Tachi M/L-gold-P  Semi-upright mound of gold foliage.  Flower scapes can be up to 58” tall!!!                                                                    $15      

Oh Cindy   L-var-W  A stable margined form of ‘Outrageous’ from the Benedicts. Thick broad leaves with wide creamy margins.Wow               $16 

Old Faithful  L-green-W  Fast growing green hosta with wonderful large fragrant flowers—red petioles hold the semi-glossy leaves!                $14 

Old Glory   M-var-Lav  Golden yellow heart-shaped leaves with uneven dark margins and another green between the two!  REALLY SHARP!     $14 

Olive Bailey Langdon   L-var-  Similar to Frances Williams but doesn’t burn—gold margins—blue-green center—heavy corrugation—WOW      $12 

Olive Branch   M-var-W    Interesting  avocado-green heart-shaped leaves with a streaky butterscotch center pattern—unique coloration!         $15 

Olympic Sunrise  M-var-Lav Wonderfully  thick leaves---lovely yellow centers surrounded by blue green margins—gorgeous!                              $16 

On Stage   M-var-Lav  Sport of montana aur. mar. with large yellow leaves and a green margin—some streaking.  Bright!   Attractive!               $15                           

One Man’s Treasure   M-green-P   Shiny dark green pointed leaves with  RED PETIOLES!  RED SCAPES!  RED PODS!  Great!                       $13 

Ops  mini-var-Lav  Small dense mound of wavy, creamy yellow to white-margined foliage—green center has some streaking.                              $15 

Orange Marmalade  L-var-Lav  Blue-green margins around a center that emerges bright yellow, turns orangish gold , then yellow, then white!    $16 

Osprey  M-bl/gr-W  Deep blue-green leaves of heavy substance are topped by white flowers!                                                                                   $8 

Pamela Lee  S-var-Lav  Dark blue-green leaves are edged by a  misty green border.  Sport of H. ‘Radiant Edger’.                                                 $15   

Pandora’s Box   mini-var-Lav  Baby Bunting sport—dark green margins encircle a clean white center—very EYECATCHING!                            $15 

Paradigm   L-var-Lav HOSTA OF THE YEAR 2007  Beautiful corrugated gold leaves edged with a dark blue-green margin!                           $12                

Paradise Glory  L-var-Lav  One of the best sports from ‘Paul’s Glory’—very thick dark blue leaves and a gold center. Slug resistant!                    $15 

Paradise Island  M-var-Lav  Beautiful yellow leaf is surrounded by a striking green border and held on a red petiole—red comes up into leaf.   $15 

Paradise Joyce   M-var-Lav  Comes up blue, develops a yellow center resembling’June’ and then, the center turns whitish yellow—interesting.    $13  

Paradise Power   M-var-Lav  Bright gold slightly ruffled leaves are edged with a narrow green margin—vase shaped—sport of Sun Power.       $14  

*Parhelion   XL-var-Lav  Sport of Sum and Substance—HUGE gold chartreuse leaves with a very narrow cream margin—heavy substance.        $14   

Parky’s Prize  S/M-var-Lav   Dark green leaves with a clean yellow margin—rapid growth rate—sport of Birchwood Parky’s Gold.                   $10 

Pathfinder M-var-Lav  Wow!  Beautiful dark green margins with a lighter green just inside that and then a white center with SPECKLES!           $13 

Patriot   M-var-Lav   A great mutation of  Francee!!  The 1” wide white streaked margin is a sharp contrast to the dark forest green centers         $7                                        

Patriot Fire  M-var-Lav  White edge surrounds a green center that turns to gold later in the season!  NICE!!                                                            $10                                                                                              

Paul’s Glory   L-var-W  HOSTA OF THE YEAR 1999—Gold leaves are bordered by a streaky blue-green margin!!  A really nice plant!!!       $12 

Peace  M-var-Lav  An attractive streaky chartreuse margin surrounds the bluish-green center.  Delicate  variegation---nice!!                                $10 

Peacock Strut  M/L-bl/gr-Lav  Slightly wavy and slightly corrugated rich green foliage sits atop purple-red petioles!  Quite attractive.                  $20 

Peanut   mini-var-P  The dark green margin sometimes streaks into the yellow-white center—heavily corrugated like a peanut shell!                  $15 

PeeDee Gold Flash   S-var-P      A dark green border surrounds the golden center of these narrow leaves!                                                                  $8 

Percy   M-var-?     Great upright form—Wide yellow margin that ages to creamy white as summer unfolds—fresh medium green centers.           $17 

Permanent Wave  M-green0=-W  Long, lance-shaped green leaves with a very way and rippled margin.  The ripples are special!                          $7 

Pete’s Dark Satelite  L-green-Lav  Extremely dark green, cupped round leaves.  Wonderful contrast to your variegated hostas!                             $15 



Pewterware  S-blue-Lav  Wonderful soft blue color on heart-shaped leaves.  Plant a gold hosta close by and this one will look even bluer!        $16 

Phantom  M-green-Lav  Moderately rippled shiny medium green leaves held on red petioles----H. ‘Riptide’ seedling.                                            $13 

Phoenix  L-green-Lav  Narrow gray-green leaves have  white undersides—rarely  seen.                                                                                          $12 

Photo Finish  M-var>blue-W  This unusual hosta starts out blue with creamy centers and then turns all frosty blue!            $18 

Piecrust Promise XL-var-Lav  Unusual foliage colors! The rippled leaf margins of medium to dark green surround a light green center.              $21 

Piedmont Gold  L-gold-W  An impressive bright gold specimen that attracts attention! Ranks near the top of gold-leaved  sieboldianas .            $9 

Pilgrim   S-var-P   Light gray green center—margins are yellow early, turning creamy white by early summer.  Nice irregular margin!                   $8 

Pineapple Poll  M-green-Lav  Heavily rippled dark green foliage---slug resistant due to thick substance.                                                                 $6 

Pineapple Upsidedown Cake   M-var-Lav   A  green margin encircles the BRIGHT gold center---Leaves are very rippled and showy!                 $11  

Pink Panther  M-str-P  Streaked, mottled center of yellow,white and green surrounded by green margins.                                                             $35               

Pixie Vamp  S-var-P  Heart shaped green centered leaves with a margin that goes from yellow to white as the season progresses.           $15 

Pizzazz   L-var-Lav  Attractive  large variegated hosta!!  Blue center with a beautiful  wavy cream colored edge---SHARP!                                     $8 

*plantaginea   L-green-W  Huge heavily scented flowers and large shiny, deeply ribbed leaves.  Will rapidly fill a space for you!! Suntolerant!   $7 

Platinum Tiara   S-var-P  Bright green-gold center with a crisp white edge—a rapid increaser!!  Charming bright mound!                                       $7 

Pocketful of Sunshine  S-var-Lav  Thick cupped leaves have wide deep green margins that surround bright chartreuse to yellow centers-WOW  $16 

Pooh Bear   S-var-Lav    Adorable name and an adorable little mound of gold-centered leaves with a wide, pale green margin!!                               $8 

Popcorn   S-var-Lav  Creamy yellow centers-----blue-green margins with a lighter green jetting between the two—cupped leaves         $16 

Popo  mini-blue-Lav  Emerges blue making a dense clump  of heart-shaped leaves of good substance.  Turns greener as summer advances.             $9 

Potomac Pride   L-bl/gr-Lav   Glossy black green leaves—heavy substance—puckering and nice clusters of SPIDER SHAPED flowers.            $12 

Powder Blue  L-blue-Lav  Rich blue leaves---nice corrugation—heavy substance.                $19 

Prairie Glow   M-gold-Lav       The all gold form of Midwest Magic—this one is sure to “light up” any dark area in your border.                        $10 

Prairie Magic  M-var-Lav  Striking coloration—dark centers surrounded by gold margins!  Slightly corrugated .                                                    $10 

Prairie Sky  M-blue-Lav  A powdery blue hosta with extra white wax on its cupped leaves!  Wow!                                                                        $15 

Praying Hands  M-var-Lav  HOSTA OF THE YEAR 2011 Leaves are folded and wavy, giving a twisted appearance .  Unique!                      $14             

Prestige and Promise   M-var-near W  Thick leaves have light dimpling—gold centers are surrounded by wide green margins—NICE!                $18 

Princess Anastasia  M-var-W Sport of Ryan’s Big One—very shiny yellow-gold centered leaves with intense blue-green margins-Corrugated! $16 

Punky   S-var-Lav  Unusual sport of Blue Wedgewood.  Centers are chartreuse green with blue margins---very thick substance.                             $19  

Pure Heart  mini-var-Lav  Cute variegated sport of ‘Blue Mouse Ears’—small rounded leaves are creamy yellow  with blue green margins!      $18 

*Queen Josephine   M-var-P   Glossy, dark green leaves with wide margins of yellow and later white—eyecatching shine that add variety!         $10 

Queen of the Seas   L-blue-Lav  ‘Best of show’ ’97 National—lovely rippled and serrated margin on thick, large blue-green leaves!!                  $15 

Quilting Bee(O.S.)  S-green-Lav  Puckered green heart-shaped leaves that form a tight interesting clump!!  Looks like quilting!                            $10 

Radiant Edger  S-var-Lav  Sport of Gold Edger.  Dark green center with an attractive bright gold margin.  Charming growth habit!                       $8 

Rainbow’s End  S-var-Lav  Yellow-centered sport of ‘Obsession’ with very thick, rubbery leaves!  Red scapes!!  WOW                                      $17 

Rain Dancer XL-var-Lav  Chartreuse margins surround a great blue center……….and forms an extra-large clump too!!                                         $19 

Rainforest Sunrise   S-var-Lav  Thick, glossy gold leaves are margined by a nice dark green edge—cupped!  HOSTA OF THE YEAR 2013        $15 

Rarebreed  L-var-Lav  Beautiful semi-upright clump of tricolor  leaves—Dark green margin lightens and jets into the cream to white center.       $18   

Rascal   M-var-Lav     Bright yellow centers surrounded by a chartreuse margin---upright habit!                                                                                 $9 

Raspberries and Cream  S-var-P  A small clump of green centered  gold edged leaves---7” tall!  Nice!                                                                 $20 

Raspberry Sorbet  S-green-P  Small, very shiny dark green leaves---RASPBERRY RED FLOWER STALK!  Attractive clump!                           $10 

Red Hot Flash   S-var-P  Tetraploid form of ‘Peedee Gold Flash’-light colored leaf center is surrounded by green.  RED petioles and scapes!      $15 

Red Hot Poker  M-var-Lav  Cupped and wavy  leaves of  dark green with creamy margins---deep RED scapes hold flowers high above .NICE     $15 

Red October   L-green-Lav  DARK RED color covers the petiole and extends into the blade—blue-green leaves have white undersides-WOW   $11 

Regal Chameleon  L-var-Lav  Large, vase shaped mound.  Dark green margins encircle lighter green centers.                                                          $24 

Regal Rhubarb  M/L-green-Lav  Semi-upright form!  The red petioles that hold these green leaves up REALLY show!                                        $8 

*Regal Splendor   XL-var-Lav  HOSTA OF THE YEAR 2003—Frost blue center with white margins—vase shaped habit—ELEGANT!!        $11 

Regal Supreme  L-var-Lav  Basically this is Krossa Regal with a very wide, creamy white border!!  Blue gray and cream—wow !                         $18                      

Regalia   L-var-Lav  A 1 inch dark green margin surrounds lighter centers—creates a nice contrast of colors.                                                          $35             

Remember Me   S-var-Lav  A white centered sport from June---A BEAUTY!   Must have lots of bright light!                                                          $15 

Renaissance  M-var-Lav  A difficult one to describe—registered as “potpourri with green radiations’—highly variable plant and very cool!        $50 

Reptilian   M-blue-Lav  UNUSUAL!  Puckered, semi-cupped leaves with a piecrust edge—RED PETIOLES AND FLOWER STEMS!                $11 

Revolution   M-var-Lav  Thick leaves have creamy-white centers with wide irregular borders.  There’s SPECKLING in the leaf centers! NICE !  $12 

Rhapsody In Blue  M-blue-Lav  Very blue—ruffled, rounded leaves of excellent substance.  Makes an elegant mound.                                        $15            

Rhinestone Cowboy M-var-W  Chartreuse in the center with a creamy white margin—slightly rippled—thick substance.  Bright shade.                 $17 

Rhino Hide  L-var-W  Extremely thick, cupped blue leaf with a narrow center that goes from green to yellow.  Needs good light.                         $22 

Rhythm and Blues   S-bl/gr-Lav  Very wavy blue-green leaves ---a charming growth habit that will make you put this one on the front row!!       $15 

Rich Uncle  M-gold-Lav  Chartreuse –gold leaves of very thick substance—nice puckering---near white flowers—SPECIAL!                              $15 

Rickrack  mini-green-P  Nice green foliage with very wavy margins----hense the name!                                                                                            $14 

Ripple Effect   M-var-Lav Unique sport of June—with long, wavy yellow leaves with narrow blue-green margins jetting into the center.             $15 

Riptide  M-bl/gr-Lav  Bluish green heavily textured leaves—white undersides—reddish dotted petioles—unique!                                                    $11 

Rising Sun  L-gold-Lav  Glossy gold leaves whose sides and ends turn downward.  A striking shade of gold!                                                         $14 

Risky Business   M-var-Lav  WOW!  The white centered form of ‘Striptease’—incredible vigor—interesting twist on the leaf tip!                         $16 

Robert Frost   L-var-W  Bluish green leaves with a dramatic wide, streaky white margin!  SPECTACULAR  look of “frost” on leaf edges!!!      $12 

Rock  Island Line  mini-var-Lav  A nice specimen plant with a tiny white margin surrounding a medium green center.                                         $15 

*Rosedale Golden Goose   L-gold-Lav  Large bright golden yellow leaves—corrugation—good substance—outstanding SUN RESISTANCE!    $18 

Rosedale Misty Pathways  M-var-Lav  A very wide orangish gold margin encircles a dark green center.                                                                   $19 

Rosedale Richie Vallens   XL-green-Lav Large mound of huge piecrust-type medium to dark green leaves---good substance!                              $18 

Rosedale Spoons  M-green-W  Known for its deep cupping and dark green coloration.  Heavily corrugated and rather unruly habit!                       $15 

Rosedale Tractor Seat  XL-green-W Medium green slightly cupped and corrugated round leaves with wax top and bottom.         $16 

Rosedale Viagra  M-gold-W  Chartreuse gold foliage emerges very early---upright habit.                                                                                          $20 



Roy Klehm  L-var-Lav  Horizontally held yellow leaves with dark green margins—upright form.            $18 

Royal Flush   M-var-Lav  ROYAL!  Olive green center surrounded by a very wide butterscotch-yellow border—Lovely combination of color      $13  

Royal MouseEars   mini-str-P  Thick substanced  blue-green leaves with many gold and creamy white streaks—charming!!!                             $45   

*Royal Standard   L-green-W  Shiny green leaves with large fragrant pure white flowers—good SUN TOLERANCE—inexpensive!                    $5 

Royal Tapestry   M-var-Lav  Slightly wavy blue-green centered leaves with yellow margins—sometimes produces streaking. Elegant form!     $15 

Royal Tiara  S-var-P  Twisted, gnarled green leaves with a narrow white center— a unique and unusual tiara!            $14 

Royalty   S-gold-P     All gold leaves with dark purple flowers!   A fast grower—could brighten  an area inexpensively!                                       $7 

Ruffed Up  M/L-gold-Lav  Nice yellow-gold clump of ruffled foliage when placed in  a bright spot—mottled gold in the shade!                           $20 

Ruffled Mouse Ears mini-bl/gr-P  Sport of ‘Blue Mouse Ears’ with rippled and frilled margins at maturity.  Great substance.        $16 

*Sagae   L-var-Lav  HOSTA OF THE YEAR 2000-So very special!  Vase shaped—frosty blue-green leaves with yellow to cream edges!           $12 

Saint Elmo’s Fire   M-var-Lav  Bright gold center with a bright white margin!  RED PETIOLES—multicolored as new leaves are yellow!       $14 

Salute   M-blue-Lav  Upright, vase-shaped plant- -narrow, tapered leaves of blue-green.  A nice addition to your patriotic themed area!                 $10 

Samurai  L-var-W  Huge blue green leaves edged with a margin that is yellow early and ages to white.                                                                 $14 

Sara  M-gold-Lav  Thick substance gold foliage.  Is most attractive with good morning sun---will be more green in the shade.                               $18 

Satin Bloomers   S-var-   Very attractive plant with rippled light edges and dark green shiny centers.  A Benedict introduction.                           $20 

Satisfaction   L-var-W  A large plant producing dark leaves with a dramatic, wide gold margin—adds impact in any garden!!  STUNNING         $15                                  

Savannah   L-var-Lav  Large elongated medium green  leaves with wide creamy white margins—proven to be vigorous---fragrant flowers .      $9 

Savannah Supreme  M/L-str-Lav  Sensational streaky foliage---vigorous in partial sun---very fragrant flowers!            $21 

Scooter  S-var-Lav  Dark green leaves are edged with a very bright creamy-white margin---really cute and forms a nice clump quickly.              $8 

Sea Beacon  M-var-Lav  Very, wide clean white margins on a green leaf.  (all the ‘Seas’ are from Mildred Seavers)                                               $11 

Sea Dream  M-var-Lav  Yellowish gold centers with some puckering and a clean white edge.                                                                                $8 

Sea Fire  M-gold-Lav  Intense light golden yellow leaves with RED petioles—deep lavender flowers and dark REDDISH scapes!  SHOWY!       $9 

Sea Gulf Stream   M-gold-Lav  A great ‘montana type’ hosta with thick wedge-shaped chartreuse gold leaves—wonderful piecrust edge!!!        $15                                   

Sea Lightning  M-str-Lav  Leaf color is generally dark green with pale yellow to creamy white streaks.                                                                $18 

Sea Lotus Leaf  M-bl/gr-Lav  Outstanding blue-green foliage that is moderately corrugated , cupped and of thick substance.                                $ 12       

Sea Sunrise  M-var-Lav  Leaf color is usally chartreuse with streaks of creamy white, yellow and darker green.   In 1987 a specimen plant        $20 

                     brought $350 at an American Hosta Society auction. 

Sea Thunder (O.S.)  M-var-Lav  A great white centered hosta—nice streaky green---thrives with lots of bright light!          $12 

Sea White Gold (O.S.)  L-yellow-Lav  Unusual “white-gold” color—hold s up well in ½ day sun—upright form.                                               $20 

Second Wind   M-green-Lav  Sport of Whirlwind—the all green form of Dust Devil---very dark and has a nice sheen!  Attractive clump!            $7 

Secret Love   S/M-var-W  Blue-green heart shaped leaves with a lovely yellow border.  Excellent vigor.                                                                $15 

Seducer   L-var-W   A 1 ½ inch yellow margin(with a brassy tinge) surrounds  a dark green center.                                                                       $16 

Sentimental Journey   L-var-W  Chartreuse center and a great 1 inch margin that changes from chartreuse to gold—wavy edge—A BEAUTY!  $18 

*September Sun   M-var-W  Round, corrugated  yellow leaves with a wide dark green margin.  A sport of August Moon.                                  $11 

*Shade Fanfare  M-var-Lav  Greenish-gold leaves with creamy margins—forms a dense mound quickly!  Sun tolerant and grows quickly!          $7 

Shade Parade  mini-var-Lav  Greenish yellow centers and creamy white margins.            $18 

*Shady Affair  M-bl/gr-Lav  2004 AHS Convention Plant—Seedling of Invincible—flat leaves with a ruffled edge—tolerates quite a bit of sun. $15 

Sharmon  M/L-var-Lav  The green margined leaves have chartreuse centers in the spring which darken with summer temperatures.  Vigorous!    $6  

*Sharp Dressed Man  M-var-Lav  Thick tricolored leaves with white centers and wide green margins—triangular shaped leaves—SHARP!   $24 

Shazaam  S/M-var-Lav  A really sharp plant! A very wide creamy border surrounds a forest green center;gray-green where they meet!                 $15 

Sherborne Swan  M-blue-Lav   Outstanding  powdery blue foliage---the leaf arches attractively like a swan’s neck.  Pretty form.                        $9 

Sherwood Forest  M-green-Lav  Medium green broad shiny leaves with a rippled margin—forms a dense clump.                                                  $22 

Shining Tot  mini-green-Lav  Shiny, dark green foliage that forms a dense mound.  Great along a path or in a rock garden.                                  $10 

Shiny Penny  mini-gold-Lav  A cute  small mound of bright gold foliage.                                                                                                                   $11 

Shirley Vaughn   M/L-var-Lav  Wide yellow to creamy white margin—moderately wavy leaf with smooth texture—good substance!                 $10 

Showboat   M-var-Lav  Long, wide dark green leaves with upturned edges—lovely creamy white margin!  Striking contrast in the variegation.     $9  

sieboldiana ‘Elegans’  L-blue-W   Large blue-grey rounded leaves!! Forms an elegant clump!            $8            

Silk Kimono   L-var-Lav  Broad dark green leaves margined with a slightly rippled creamy-white margin.    Lovely flow to these leaves!             $14 

Silver Anniversary  XL-blue-W  An O’Harra introduction. Intensely blue leaves—nearly round and moderately corrugated.         $17 

Silver Bay   M-bl/gr-W  Intense silvery blue corrugated heart-shaped leaves! Leaves are quite round with some cupping.  H. Blue Moon hybrid   $15 

Silver Eagle  M-var-Lav  Dark green margins surround silver gray centers and there are white streaks between the two. Nice!                              $17 

Silver Giant  XL-blue-W  A great silvery blue color at maturity and a huge clump at that! Puckered!  A good specimen plant.                               $38 

Silver Kabitan  S-var-Lav  Foliage has a light creamy center and a narrow bright green edge.  Eyecatching!           $12 

Silver Lode  S/M-var-Lav  Dark green margin encircles a white center that changes from white to greenish yellow.  Interesting!                            $15 

Silver Mine  mini-misted-Lav  Green leaves misted with white.  An ‘Outhouse Delight’ seedling.  Rarely seen—a collector’s oddity!                  $15 

Silver Moon  S-blue-Lav  Slightly cupped powdery blue leaves with dramatic silvery undersides.                                                                             $15 

Silver Threads and Golden Needles mini-var-lav  Specks and streaks cover the small gold leaves….from H.Cheatin Heart                                $15 

**Simply Sharon  L-var-Lav  Elegant round blue leaves with a light yellow center.                                                                                                    $20 

Singing in the Rain  XL-var-Lav  Blue-green leaves with narrow chartreuse margins that change to gold.                                                               $16 

Sitting Pretty mini-var-P  Rich, creamy yellow centers surrounded by margins of two shades of green.                                                                  $15 

Sky Dancer   M-blue-Lav  Large spade-shaped leaves are a gray-blue---wonderful piecrust edges—upright clump!            $14 

*Skyrocket  M-gold-Lav  Upright mound of heavily corrugated, bright gold foliage—leaves have a thick substance.                                             $14 

Sleeping Beauty  M-var-Lav  Variegated sport of Halcyon!  Pointed frosty-blue leaves with a creamy edge.  WOW                                            $16 

Snow Cap  L-var-W  Wide white margins are showy and surround a dark blue-green center.              $12 

Snow Mouse  mini-var-Lav  ‘Blue Mouse Ears’ sport.  Very thick white centered leaves with a blue-green margin.                                               $18 

Snow White   S/M-var-Lav   Fresh white centers with a dark green margin---holds its variegation well in the shade!!!                                            $10 

*So Sweet  M-var-W  HOSTA OF THE YEAR 1996—Large fragrant white flowers sit atop glossy green leaves with wide white margins!       $7 

Soft Shoulders  S-Lvar-Lav  A charming clump of cream-edged green leaves.                                                                                                            $9 

Solar Flare XL-gold-Lav Giant leaves!  Chartreuse changing to yellow by mid-summer. Piecrust margin.  Stunning!                                           $19 



**Solar Mouse  mini-yellow-Lav  A golden yellow sport of  H. ‘Blue Mouse Ears’--- a really fun name!                                                           $22 

Soldier Boy  M-var-W  Dark olive green centers with chartreuse to gold margins. ‘Galaxy’ x ‘William Lachman’                                                   $15 

Something Blue  M-blue-Lav  Impressive intense blue foliage!  Moderate corrugation and thick substance.                                                           $9 

Sourpuss  XL-var-W  Forms a large clump of green foliage bordered in yellow.  Fantastic sport of H. ‘Lemon Meringue’!!!                                    $45 

Sparkler  mini-var-Lav  Slender leaves of good substance have very narrow white centers and wide dark green margins.  Sharp!                          $19 

Sparkling Burgandy  S/M-green/P  Heart shaped leaves of good substance.  SPECKLED burgandy petioles and flower stems—upright habit .     $8  

Spartacus   L-var-Lav  Elongated heart-shaped leaves with a rippled yellow edge---dark green centers.          $18 

Spellbound  M-var-W  Heavily corrugated apple green centers and wide yellow margins.                                                                                          $17 

**Spilt Milk  M/L-var-Lav  Lovely blue-green leaves are rounded and splashed with white in the center.   A classic!                                          $15 

Spinach Patch  M/L-green-Lav  Unruly to the max!  Unruly dark green leaves with lots of corrugation.                                                                 $12 

Spinach Souffle  M-var-W  Great color!!  Almost round, rich green leaves with a bright 2” gold margin!!  Wow                                                   $19 

Splashed Leather  M-str-Lav  Forms a medium-sized mound of green and creamy yellow to white streaked foliage!                                            $35 

Spring Fling  M/L-var-Lav  Save a spot for this one!  The dramatic ruffled piecrust edge is BEAUTIFUL.   Cream edge on a green leaf.         $14 

Spritzer  M-var-Lav  Shiny leaves both top and bottom! Bright variegation is spectacul—green margins streak into the gold center.                      $10 

*Squash Casserole  M/L-gold-P  Heavily veined oval gold leaves with a rippled edge—nice growth habit—A  REAL STANDOUT!               $13   

St. Paul  M-var-Lav   A wonderful sport of ‘Paul’s Glory’—thick gold leaves are bordered by a wide blue-green margin!  STUNNING!              $15 

Stained Glass   M/L-var-W  HOSTA OF THE YEAR 2006-This gold is bright gold all season!  Beautiful variegation—you must see it!          $14 

Stardust  L-gold-Lav     Bright gold—a glowing focal point—semi-upright—slightly wavy margin—heavy substance!                                          $18 

Star-kissed  L-var-Lav  A pretty gold margin surrounds a green center—slightly wavy margins.                                                                             $17 

Starship  M-var-Lav  Sport of Captain Kirk—gold centered leaves with variable creamy white margins.                                                              $18 

Stealth  M-str-Lav  A medium sized mound of green foliage with creamy yellow to white streaks and mottled areas.                                             $26 

Stepping Out  M-var-L  Blue-green leaf with a gold border.  Cross of H.’Breeder’s Choice’ and H. ‘Blue Shadows’                         $18 

Step Sister  M/L-var-W  Leaves are yellow with an irregular green margin that varies in size.                                                                                 $19 

Stetson   M-var-Lav     Quite different from other hostas!  The brightly colored leaf is semi-folded and wavy—nice creamy margin!                  $10 

Stiletto  mini-var-P    A clean white margin surrounds the narrow leaves of this small plant.  Nice wavy margin—striped flowers too!                   $8                                            

Stonewall   XL-bl/gr-P  Huge, spreading mound of bluish green foliage.  Seedling of H. ‘s. Elegans’-16” long by 11” wide leaves!!                     $20 

Straight Flush  M/ L-gold-Lav Medium large mound of medium gold foliage.  Leaves become lightly corrugated with age.                               $14                                     

Strawberry Yogurt  mini-green-Lav When in bloom the intensely red-dotted scapes hold pinkish flowers above shiny, wavy green leaves.         $15 

Striptease  M-var-W  HOSTA OF THE YEAR 2005—Dark green margin, a narrow gold center and a unique white line between the two!      $15 

*Sugar and Cream  L-var-W     Forms a large mound of wavy, creamy margined foliage—fragrant flowers!!                                                        $7 

Sugar and Spice  M-var-Lav  Shiny green centered leaves have a 1 ¼ “ gold margin early---goes to cream.  Fragrant flowers!                           $15 

Sugar Snap  M-var-W  Dark green leaves are cupped and edged in yellow.  Fragrant flowers!!!                                                                               $18 

*Sum and Substance  XL-gold-Lav   HOSTA OF THE YEAR 2004—Huge, golden leaves of thick substance—3’ by 6’ wide clump!!!           $11 

Sum Cup-o-Joe  M/L-var-Lav  A Sum and Substance sport—Chartreuse centered leaves with a thin, white margin—a collector’s hosta!!!        $18 

*Sum of All  XL-var-Lav  Wide(up to 1”)gold margins that color up early—nice sheen to this green centered GIANT!  Slug resistant!                 $17 

Summer Breeze  L-var-Lav  Wide gold margins surround a rich green center—sensational sport of ‘ Summer Music’—more vigorous!            $13 

*Summer Fragrance  XL-var-Lav  Green leaves edged in white—takes sun—fragrant flowers!  Extremely vigorous and inexpensive!                 $8 

Summer Lovin  M-var-Lav  Dark green centers with a wide yellow margin---thick substance.           $18 

Sun Kissed  M-var-W    Cupped and puckered chartreuse center—clear white margins and fragrant blooms!  You’ll like this one!                        $16                              

*Sun Power   L-gold-Lav  One of the very best golds!  Adds style and class with its twisted and pointed brilliant gold leaves!                              $9 

*Sundance   M-var-Lav  The very dark green leaves are edged in white—SUN RESISTANT!                                                                              $5 

Sunlight Child   mini-gold-Lav    Elongated shiny yellow leathery leaves—with a nice twist at the leaf tips!!!  A cute little bright spot!                $12 

*Sunlight Sister  L-gold-Lav  A suntolerant large gold with good substance.                                                                                                          $13 

Sunny Delight   M-gold-W  Luminescent gold leaves—fragrant white flowers!    A nice accent color to your blue and dark green hostas!            $12 

*Sunny Disposition   S-gold-Lav  Gold form of H. ventricosa—shiny gold leaves that are fairly sun tolerant.  Shiny and bright!!!                    $10 

Sunshine Glory   L-var-W  FABULOUS large light green corrugated leaves edged with a wide gold margin—very attractive!                              $12  

Super Sagae  M/L-var-Lav  ELEGANT clump of green leaves with a wide variable border.                                                                                    $16                                                                                                      

Surfer Girl  mini-var-P  Rippled medium green leaves are of H. ‘venusta-type’ foliage.                                                                                        $15 

Sutter’s Mill  XL-gold-Lav  A massive gold hybrid of ‘High Noon’ x ‘Big John’—corrugated –thick substance--                                                 $18 

Swanlane  M-var-Lav  Quickly forms a lush medium-sized mound of green centered leaves with a creamy yellow margin.                                     $5 

Sweet Bo Peep  M-green-Lav    Dark green highly glossy leaves with rippled edges---H. ‘Invincible’seedling.                                                     $10 

Sweet Home Chicago  M-var-Lav  Bright variegation!  Dark green margined leaves with gold centers—good growth rate!                                    $9 

Sweet Innocence  M-var-W  A real beauty in my opinion! Wide yellow to white margins surround apple green centers.                                     $16 

Sweet Standard  M-var-W  Creamy white margins surround green and white streaked centers.  Fast growing.                                                      $13 

Sweet Tater Pie  M-gold-P  Waxy, bright chartreuse-gold leaves with purple star-like flowers.  Interesting shade of gold.      $10 

T-Rex  XL-green-W  GARGANTUAN IN SIZE! Green leaves measure 18” long and 14” wide. A  little floppy due to size.                                $16 

Tambourine   M-var-Lav  Vigorous grower with beautiful dark green leaves—wide cream margin—RED petioles.  Pretty sheen!                       $9 

Tea and Crumpets  S-var-Lav  Spoon-shaped, cupped and puckered green leaves with a white edge.  Stoloniforous growth!                            $11 

Teatime  M-var-Lav  Gorgeous  bluish-green centered leaves with chartreuse and gold margins.                                                                             $18   

Tears of Joy  mini-green-P  Tiny little dark green leaves are somewhat folded like H. ‘Praying Hands’ leaves—clump is just 4” high!             $14 

Teaspoon   S-green-Lav  Quickly grows into a dense clump!“Spoon shaped “ green leaves on long leaf stalks that look like spoon handles!        $13 

Tenyru  L-bl/gr-Lav  Vase shaped clump of blue-green leaves---5 to 6’ flower stalks!                                                                                           $11 

Tequila  Sunrise  M-gold-P     Bright gold early—changes to chartreuse late summer—rippled margins—RED dotted petioles!                        $15 

Thai Brass   M-gold-Lav  A thick substanced bright gold that ranks high among the “gold”—not often offered.  Reg. to Fleeta Woodruffe         $16 

The King  M/L-var-Lav  Beautiful variegation!  Bluish-green centers with a variable gold to creamy margin—slightly rippled.                         $20 

The Leading Edge   L-var-W  Large semi-upright mound—green center—1 inch wide greenish yellow margin that is nicely rippled!!               $17 

Three Sisters  L-var-W  A deep green center surrounded by a green-gold margin—sport of ‘ Green Wedge’—very thick substance.                 $18 

Thumbelina   S-var-Lav  A charming little hosta with creamy white margins!                                                                                                          $10 

Tick Tock   S-var-Lav  Good growth rate.  Forms a nice compact mound of yellow leaves surrounded by a dark green margin.  CUTE!             $12 



Tidewater  M-bl/gr-Lav  Forms a nice sized mound of blue green leaves that have a ‘flowing’ appearance.                                                        $16 

Tiny Bubbles  S-yellow-Lav Enjoy closed orchid flowers for weeks as they sit above a cute mound of bright yellow leaves – very unique!!      $16 

Tiny Tears  mini-green-P  A charming little mini—forms a tiny mound of leaves that spill down like tears.                                                        $7 

Titanic   L-var-Lav   Majestic sport of  Sum and Substance—dramatic variegation—wide gold edge.                                                                    $16 

Tokudama   M-blue-W      Very blue---slightly cupped leaves with thick substance.  Fresh white flowers are pretty against the blue!                $10 

Tokudama Flavocircinalis   M-var-W   Heart shaped blue-green leaves with irregular gold margins—puckering and heavy substance.           $12 

Tom Schmid  L-var-Lav  Blue-centered leaf with a wide white border---slight ripple.  Upright habit.                                                                    $17 

Topaz  M-blue-P  Becomes an elegant mound of smooth, heavy substanced leaves  with  long distinct tips.  Very nice.                                     $10 

Torchlight   M-var-Lav  Vase shaped—cream margined green leaves with nice REDDISH purple petioles—outstanding clump!                         $9 

Tortifrons  mini-green-Lav  A Japanese selection of glossy dark green leaves that appear as if the plant was electrocuted!!                               $13 

Touch of Class  M-var-Lav From H. ‘June’—Intense blue leaves with a striking yellow-gold center.  Green forms where the two meet! WOW  $16 

Toy Soldier  S-var-Lav  Sport of ‘Blue Cadet’---vigorous—two tone margin—irregular white inside a creamy green outer band!  NICE!         $10  

Tracy’s Emerald Cup  M-green-Lav  Very attractive clump of shiny , cupped dark green leaves.  Good substance.                                              $16 

Tranquility  M-var-Lav  Thick, durable foliage that is chartreuse green with gold margins.                                                                                  $12 

Tropical Storm  S-var-Lav  Beautiful, nearly round green leaves with a wide bright yellow border!  Sport of ‘Rainforest Sunrise’                       $20 

True Blue  L-blue-W  A large mound of large deep blue green leaves---dense clusters of near-white flowers are beautiful.                                  $10 

Twenty-Four Carat Gold  M-gold-?  A eautiful gold sport of ‘Stained Glass’!!                                                                                                       $15 

Twilight  M/L-var-Lav   Sport of ‘Fortunei Aureomarginata’—dark green leaves with wide gold margins—heavy substance!                             $10 

Twilight Time  S-var-P       Dense mound of rippled BLUE leaves with a good, late summer show of purple flowers!                                           $14                       

Twist of Lime   S-var-P   A dark green border surrounds a pretty chartreuse center.  Good growth rate.                                                                $8  

Tyler’s Treasure  M-var-W  Very dark green centers are encircled by a 1 ¼ inch gold margin---very sharp!!                                                        $13 

Ultramarine   M-blue-Lav  Rich blue leaves are smooth in texture and have thick substance.  Rapidly forms a dense mound.                            $11 

Ulysses S. Grant  L/Xl-bl/gr-Var  Heavily corrugated, wavy and thick substanced leaves with a thick bloom on underside!  LARGE  mound!     $19 

Unbridled Passion  M-var-Lav  Light green-centered leaves have creamy white margins—leaves have a long thin tip and wavy margins!        $15 

Unchained Melody  L-var-W  Very large leaves with a creamy white margin.  Not often seen!           $21 

Undulata  M-var-Lav  Wavy, white centered leaves with medium to dark green margins.  Quickly forms a pretty mound.  Greens up later.          $5 

Undulata Albomarginata   M-var-L  Commonly grow n for edging—nice mound of green centered, white margined foliage.                            $5  

Unforgettable  M/L-var-Lav  Heavily textured,  dark green rounded leaves edged with a wide yellow-gold margin—deep veining.                       $14 

Urajiro Hyuga  S-var-W  A great import from Japan!  Long frosty blue-green leaves with yellow streaks.  Urajiro means “white back”.           $16                          

Valentine Lace   M-green-Lav  Lovely heart-shaped forest green leaves form a graceful mound.  A nice contrast to your variegated hostas!         $6 

Vanilla Cream  S-gold-Lav  Very bright gold mound.  Broad heart-shaped blade with lots of puckering.                                                               $8 

Velvet Moon   L-var-Lav  Large, thick dark green leaves with a very wide (1 ½”) margin of  bright golden yellow—great vigor too!                   $16  

*venusta   mini-green-P   Tiny green heart shaped leaves form the sweetest little mound.  Lavender flowers in July.                                              $5   

Verna Jean  S-var-Lav  A charming small plant with light green leaves and an ivory margin.              $8 

Veronica Lake   S-var-Lav  Lovely blue-green leaves with a creamy white margin—rapid grower—the “flowing” form is nice!                         $8 

Victory  XL-var-W  Smooth, shiny medium green leaves with ½ inch wide greenish yellow margins-----HOSTA OF THE YEAR  2015            $21  

Viking Ship  XL-bl/gr-Lav Huge rounded blue-green leaves are lightly corrugated and lightly cupped.  Upright form that is nice-over 3’!         $24     

Vim and Vigor  XL-green-Lav  Sport of Sum and Substance—Very dark green shiny 20 inch wide leaves!!!   Give it space!                                $14 

Viola Serenade  L-gold-Lav    A large, beautiful gold hosta that originated at Gunther Stark’s—has an unusual satiny sheen!                             $15 

Vulcan   M/L-var-Lav  Golden streaks occur where the white center and the green margin meet—sport of Captain Kirk.          $17 

War Party  XL-blue-Lav  Large mound of intensely blue, thick-substanced foliage---smooth-textured and wavy.  Upright mound growth.          $21 

Warwick Comet  M-var-Lav  Cupped white centered leaves have a very dark outer margin.  A second green streaks into the center!                  $23 

Warwick Curtsey  S-var-Lav  Rapid grower!  Cute little blue/green leaves edged in creamy white.                                                                        $10 

Waukon Glass  L-var-Lav  Large frosty blue leaves with wide creamy borders.  Leaf sheen appears “glassy”!!                                                   $20 

Wheaton Blue    M-blue-Lav  Blue-green sport of Paul’s Glory—heavy substance—nice form and vigorous too!                                                  $8 

Wheee!  M-var-Lav  Extremely ruffled, cream colored margins extend from the tip of each green leaf a ll the way down the petiole! WOW     $18 

Whirling Dervish  M/L-var-Lav  STRIKING VARIEGATION!  Dark green centers with a sharply contrasting clear white margin.                   $13 

*Whirlwind  M-var-Lav  Green margins encircle a variegated center with lots of white and STREAKING!  A spring knockout!                       $12 

Whiskey Sour  M-yellow-Lav  Emerges very bright yellow---red petioles---remains gold throughout the season.                                                 $16 

White Wall Tire  M-str. Var-Lav Leaves emerge white!! Green along the veins and finally becomes shiny green by midsummer.                     $18 

*Wide Brim  M-var-W  Yellow margins early on, changing to creamy white by midsummer—green centers—rapid increaser!                          $6 

Winsome   S-var-Lav  Cute heart-shaped green leaves with a lovely creamy white margin—quickly forms an attractive dense mound.                $12 

Winter Snow  XL-var-Lav  Chartreuse green centered form of H.’Sum and Substance’ with a wide white edge!          $17 

Winter Warrior  M-var-W  Dark green rounded leaves have a very wide creamy-white lightly rippled margin---striped flowers!                      $17 

Wintergreen  S-var-P  Medium green centers surrounded by creamy white—seedling of Sea Prize---STRIKING!                                                $15  

Wolverine  M-var-Lav  Long pointed leaves with blue-green centers and creamy yellow margins—eyecatching yellow margins!!                   $10 

Wonderful  mini-yellow-Lav  The teardrop shaped yellow leaves form a delicate mound.                                                                                        $15 

Wooly Bully S/ M-var-Lav  Bluish green centers are surrounded by a yellow margin.  Fun name and a striking plant.                                          $20 

Wooly Mammoth  L-var-W  A gold-edged sport of ‘Blue Mammoth’!The gold contrasts nicely with the blue-green center! Heavy substance.      $15 

**Woop!  Woop!  M-var-Lav  Unusual! Thick dark green leaves with a distorted white center!  Eyecatching!                                                    $20 

World Cup  M/L-gold-Lav  Great bright gold foliage—nicely cupped leaves—H.’Komodo Dragon’ x H. ‘Super Bowl’                                    $17 

Wrinkles and Crinkles  M-green-Lav  Very wavy, unruly foliage that is heavily corrugated!!  Hence the name!                                                   $15  

Wylde Green Cream  S-var-Lav  Narrow deep green margin surrounds a bright gold center—gets noticed!!                                                      $12 

Xanadu  S-var-P  Much wider leaf margin than the mother plant ‘Island Charm’ and much more vigorous.  Creamy yellow center is NICE!       $15 

Yellow Polka Dot Bikini  S-var-Lav  Spring is showtime!  Yellow margin, dark center and a white line dividing the two—in the fall it will     $22 

     look more like H. Hanky Panky.  Worth having for that great spring color!                                                                                                     

Yellow River  M-var-W  Attractive mound of dark green leaves with distinctive yellow margins—good leaf substance.                                       $12 

Yesterday’s Memories  L-var-Lav Sport of Squash Casserole—Large oval leaves have gold coloration with a dark green edge!                          $15 

Yin  S-var-Lav  Shiny !  Dark green centers are encircled by creamy yellow margins.  Sharp contrast in the two colors.                                      $16 



Zager’s White Edge  M-var-Lav  An attractive medium green leaf with a clean white edge!   Vigorous!                                                                 $7 

Zippity Do Dah   M/L-var-Lav  Dark green centers are edged by wide cream margins—somewhat twisted leaves with a wavy edge.                $12 

Zodiac  M/L-var-Lav  Begins the season chartreuse-centered, creamy yellow margined—changes to gold centered with white margins!!!           $15 

                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                 


